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Message from AJS’s Vice President for Publications:
Dear AJS Member,
After five years at the helm of AJS Perspectives, editors Matti Bunzl and
Rachel Havrelock will be stepping down. Over their tenure as editors,
Professors Bunzl and Havrelock have sought to create an engaging and
accessible publication of interest to AJS members and the wider public.
The Anxiety Issue represents their last collaboration as Perspectives coeditors, and we will read it with much gratitude for the innovations,
aesthetics, and energy they have brought to the magazine. Leading the
magazine into the future will be a new team of editors: Professor Jonathan
Hess of University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill and Professor Laura
Lieber of Duke University. We very much look forward to their first issue
in the fall of 2015 and Perspectives’ continued engagement with the most
pressing and interesting issues in the field.
I am also delighted to announce the launch of AJS Perspectives online
(http://perspectives.ajsnet.org). Now you can easily share your favorite
pieces with colleagues, students, and friends. Print, tweet, post, and email
articles from the latest Anxiety Issue, or go into the archive of past issues to
use materials in your syllabi. Perspectives online is the longtime vision of
Matti Bunzl and Rachel Havrelock; it is both fitting and bittersweet that we
launch the online magazine at that same time that we come to the close of
their tenure as editors. We thank them for this great contribution.
Leslie Morris
Vice President for Publications
Association for Jewish Studies
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From the Editors
Dear Colleagues,
We don’t venture to provide any formal definition of anxiety or to
try to qualify the half smile that passes many people’s lips when
they hear the term “Jewish anxiety.” But we do wonder about the
source of anxiety. Is it best understood as an internal cognitive or
psychological state or as a response to external factors? Does the
anxiety of an ethnic or cultural group manifest genetic inclination
or is it the result of historical circumstances that produce a particular
response? Hoping to have peaked your curiosity, but not anxiety,
we present the Anxiety Issue.
This is our final issue as editors of Perspectives. We look back
fondly on five years and ten issues, as well as forward to the
continuation of the magazine under the editorship of Laura Lieber
and Jonathan Hess. This year we launched online Perspectives with
great excitement around connecting and expanding the community
of Jewish Studies. We hope that the online version of AJS Perspectives
will become an important part of your reading, referencing, and

teaching lives. Articles and questionnaires from all of our past issues
are on the website along with the featured artwork from the issues
and information about the artists. We see the online and print
editions of Perspectives as a valuable way to showcase some of the best
work in Jewish Studies and disseminate it to the wider public. This
production would be impossible without the many talents of
managing editor, Karin Kugel, whom we thank for years of wonderful,
collaborative work.
Without anxiety, we pass the project on to a great new team and
look forward to watching it change and grow.
Matti Bunzl
Wien Museum, Vienna
Rachel Havrelock
University of Illinois at Chicago

From the President
Dear Colleagues,
The Anxiety Issue seems like the appropriate venue to think about the
most anxiety provoking of all the questions that I receive from students
and parents: Will a degree in Jewish Studies get me (or my child) a job?
Once upon a time, job training was not seen as the primary
purpose of an undergraduate college major. Instead, majors like Jewish
Studies trained students to think, research, and write. Of course, we
also added to our students’ store of knowledge and sometimes helped
them to explore their personal identities. Most importantly, though, we
pushed them to broaden their intellectual horizons, grapple with hard
questions, and expand their sense of what it means to be a human
being. That, we thought, was how best to prepare them for the world.
Nowadays, with so many recent graduates still struggling to find
employment and parents more involved than ever before in their
children’s education, the practicalities of the job market shape
college majors. STEM subjects—science, technology, engineering,
and math—are all the rage. At my university, health and business,
two undergraduate majors that did not even exist when I was an
undergraduate at Brandeis, now rank among the most popular of all
majors. As for Jewish Studies, students sometimes tell me that they
would love to major or minor in it, but their parents won’t let them.
The problem is even more acute at the graduate level. “Where
will an MA in Jewish Studies equip me to work?” prospective students
anxiously ask. Even those completing their doctoral dissertations
wonder whether their hard-earned PhD will actually land them a
secure academic job.
My department, like many others, seeks to alleviate employmentrelated anxieties by trumpeting success stories. One of our alumni,
our website exclaims, “is a Saturday Night Live writer who was hired
for her depth of knowledge about Jewish culture and affairs.” Another
“manages educational materials that promote the values of global
citizenship for the American Jewish World Service.” More broadly,
the website reports, graduates of our program, in addition to
successfully pursuing jobs in the Jewish world, “go on to careers in
4
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law, health care, business, politics, writing and the arts.”
All of this is quite true, of course, but I wonder whether it is truly
persuasive. As my colleague Leonard Saxe likes to observe, “the plural
of ‘anecdote’ is not ‘data.’”
Felicia Herman, in a marvelous paper posted on the AJS website
(www.ajsnet.org/herman.pdf), suggests a different approach. Based on
her personal experience as a Jewish Studies PhD who moved into the
world of Jewish foundations (she is currently executive director of the
Natan Fund), she encourages graduates in Jewish Studies seeking jobs
outside the academy to focus on their skills. What you know, she
argues, is less important to employers than what you know how to do.
And she offers a helpful list of skills that most Jewish Studies graduates
do know how to do, and should remember to boast about when they
apply for jobs:
1. You have public speaking skills—you’ve taught classes, led
seminars, given conference papers, maybe given public lectures.
So you are probably comfortable in front of a crowd, and hopefully
you know how to adapt yourself to different kinds of audiences.
2. You know how to write—and maybe, how to write quickly.
3. You know how to edit, and you know how to analyze other
people’s work and ideas.
4. You know how to read—to read critically, to read a lot, or to
read very little but sound like you’ve read a lot.
5. You have sitzfleisch—you can sit for hours, reading, and
distilling large amounts of information into important points or
arguments.
6. Maybe you speak a few languages—this is always in high
demand—at least if you speak actual living languages.
7. And—if you’ve gotten the PhD—you have a credential that
signals to the outside world that you’re smart. You’re a
professional smart person, and don’t underestimate the power of
the letters PhD or MA in any job market, no matter what your field
of study actually was.

Professor Anthony T. Grafton of Princeton and the American Historical
Association’s executive director, James Grossman, offer an analysis
parallel to Herman’s in a much-discussed article, published during the
depth of the Great Recession, entitled “No More Plan B.” Rather than
considering non-tenure-track jobs to be “alternative careers” or Plan B,
they make the case that historians actually learn multiple skills in
graduate school that equip them for a wide range of jobs. “There are
many ways to be a historian,” they insist, “there are many ways to apply
what you’ve learned to a career.” (http://chronicle.com/article/
No-More-Plan-B/129293/)
The job situation in Jewish Studies is relatively better than the
situation in History, as recent AJS surveys of job market trends amply
demonstrate (see http://ajsnet.org/jobsdata2015.htm). Nevertheless,
about half of recent Jewish Studies PhDs (since 2005) did not hold
tenure-track academic positions in Jewish Studies three years after
receiving their PhD degrees, according to Steven M. Cohen’s recent
survey. In our field, as in the humanities and social sciences broadly,

there are many more job seekers than there are jobs, and that is unlikely
to change anytime soon.
All of this sounds most anxiety producing, to be sure, but it should
hardly dissuade students from pursuing an undergraduate major or
graduate training in our programs. If, instead, we help students to
appreciate the highly marketable skills and wide-ranging opportunities
that a thoroughgoing training in Jewish Studies provides (“there are
many ways to apply what you’ve learned in Jewish Studies to a career”)
then we ought to be able both to fill classrooms and to satisfy parental
fears. In addition, we’ll expand the reach of Jewish Studies, build
bridges to the larger community, and fulfill an important component of
our core mission: “fostering greater understanding of Jewish Studies
scholarship among the wider public.”
Jonathan D. Sarna
Brandeis University

From the Executive Director
Dear Colleagues,
AJS is still unpacking and absorbing the findings of its Survey of the
Field, conducted in the fall of 2014 by Professor Steven M. Cohen. The
purpose of this survey was not only to give students, scholars,
administrators, and donors a nuanced sense of the state of the field, and
the professional lives of scholars in the field, but also to help AJS chart
its own course over the next several years. Taking the pulse of the
Jewish Studies community would be important under any set of
circumstances, but it has assumed a particular sense of urgency in what
feels like a never-ending period of dramatic change in higher education.
This change is by no means all bad: we are witnessing a revolution
in teaching, scholarship, and publishing unleashed by new digital
technologies, which have the potential to improve access to
knowledge, data, students, and audiences on a scale never before
possible. We are also seeing a new emphasis on teaching and learning
outcomes, which is elevating the status of pedagogy and the classroom
experience, to the great benefit of professors and students alike. Part of
AJS’s duty is to help its members navigate new opportunities as well as
push the field along in uncharted areas, whether by providing a
platform at the AJS Annual Conference for members to explore new
frontiers, or (even better) to provide funding to members to experiment
with them on their own campuses.
Another way AJS needs to respond to this period of great change
pertains to the changing demographics of our membership. AJS’s
survey response rate was a remarkable 60%; of the 3,026 current and
former AJS and ASSJ (Association for the Social Scientific Study of
Jewry) members who received the survey, 1,790 responded. Of these,
71% self-identified as academics, either working or retired, 11% as
students, and the remaining 18% of respondents listed a range of other
professions, including researcher (6%); nonprofit professional (3%);
museum/archive/library professional (2%); K–12 teacher/administrator
(1%); and other (6%). (Interestingly, a 2008 survey of the AJS
membership yielded 13.2% members who defined their status as
something other than academic or student.)
While one might look at the statistics and think this is a relatively
small percentage of the AJS membership, it’s very likely that the actual
numbers of Jewish Studies PhDs who have moved into careers outside

of the professoriate is higher, and a priority of AJS is to prove a
meaningful home for these scholars’ professional needs and interests.
For instance, AJS has restructured its membership dues,
conference registration fees, and travel grant opportunities in a way
that recognizes scholars working outside of colleges and universities
and encourages their ongoing participation. Our dues are income
based, and our travel grant programs favor those who do not receive
institutional support for conference travel. .
So, what would an AJS even more inclusive of a range of
professions look like? A high priority is making sure to appoint even
more members in a range of careers to AJS leadership roles, including
key committees beyond the board. Ensuring that the language of our
own communications do not present such career choices as second best
is equally important (to cite an oft-repeated 2011 article by the AHA’s
executive director, James Grossman, and past president, Anthony
Grafton, “No More Plan B”). Indeed, at this time when great emphasis
is being placed on the public humanities, Jewish Studies PhDs who
are assuming roles in museums, libraries, archives, philanthropies,
and nonprofits are playing a critical role in demonstrating the very
applicability of humanities- and social science-based training across
a range of professions. AJS can also work to convey to advisors how
critical a role they play in legitimizing to their graduate students career
choices outside the professoriate. In my conversations with graduate
students and recent PhDs, several express the frustration that they
lack guidance on how to navigate beyond a traditional tenure-track
trajectory, and do not think their advisor would approve. Lastly, AJS
can help to mentor those who wish to explore this route, especially
through special workshops at the annual conference that explore such
topics as how to convert an academic cover letter and CV into a more
generally usable resume, and also how to interview.
What else can we do? Please let me know. Every year, we strive to
make our membership meaningful and responsive to you. We need
your input. Please email me your ideas at rsheramy@ajs.cjh.org.
Rona Sheramy
Association for Jewish Studies
SPRING 2015 5

The Anxiety Issue
Anxiety and Anti-Semitism: Emotions and Judeophobia
Jonathan Judaken

I

f anti-Semitism at base is hatred of Jews,
what are the emotions that fire this
hatred? A number of the great theorists
of anti-Semitism maintained that anxiety
was the axial emotion driving Judeophobia.
Anxiety encompasses a whole universe of
affects: fear, of course, but also apprehension,
unease, and disquiet. The other driving
complex of emotions is resentment, including
envy, dissatisfaction, and animosity. A
number of thinkers followed Freud into the
recesses of the unconscious, explaining how
anxiety and resentment are the emotional
undercurrents driving anti-Jewish wrath.
Sigmund Freud’s Moses and Monotheism
(1939) was the urtext in this discussion. But
Freud had first speculated on the unconscious
origins of anti-Semitism in a footnote in the
case of “Little Hans” (1909). There he suggested
it was rooted in the fear of castration anxiety
aroused by circumcision. The footnote
intimated a shift in Freud’s oeuvre that took
shape with Totem and Taboo in 1912, where he
moved from a focus on individual psychology
to mass psychology, generalizing to groups
and civilizations his exploration of identity
construction as a result of the sublimation
of incestuous, parricidal, and murderous
wishes. With the backdrop of World War I,
he began to explore the relationship to death
and narcissism at work in group psychology.
His writing on the “Uncanny” (1919), where
he examined the stranger who is at the same
time “secretly familiar” and who might
therefore be constructed as the “internal
enemy” also proved central to his analysis
of anti-Semitism. In The Problem of Anxiety
(1926), he analyzed displeasure (Unlust)
that arises in situations of perceived danger,
whose psychic origins are traced back to the
“trauma of birth,” where the helplessness
and sense of loss from leaving the womb
and with it the threat of “non-gratification
of needs” derive from the loss of the mother.
Freud noted that this sense of loss was
replayed in situations of castration anxiety.
Such insights are all brought together
in Freud’s interpretation of Moses and
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The Wandering Eternal Jew. Colored woodengraving by S.C. Dumont, 1852 (based on Gustave
Doré). Nazi propaganda poster at Yad Vashem.
Photograph of poster by David Shankbone.

Monotheism. In the work, he discussed the
oedipal relationship between the “religion
of the father” (Judaism) and the “religion of
the son” (Christianity). He connected the
claim of Jewish choseness and his analysis
of circumcision as the font of anti-Semitism.
And he evoked the notion of the “narcissism
of minor differences,” which leads to the
rigidification of group boundaries and the
domination of group identity in terms of
the superego. Bringing this all together,
Freud suggested that anti-Semitism was
the product of seething resentment at
Jews by Christians. Christians were often
first converted at the end of a sword and
their core narrative in the New Testament
was a set of stories about Jews. Christians
consequently unconsciously begrudged Jews
for being the source of the core civilizational
moral precepts, whose ideals all assent to

but that prove difficult for individuals to
uphold given their instinctual drives. Freud’s
understanding of anti-Semitism—provoked
by (oedipal) conflict—thus coupled fear and
anxiety along with resentment, frustration,
and displacement as the driving emotions
in the psychic life of anti-Semitism. His
insights would have an enduring influence.
Freud’s analysis surely inspired
Maurice Samuel’s once-important account
of anti-Semitism, The Great Hatred (1940). In
lecture after lecture that made up the book,
Samuel hammered home his thesis that
“Christophobia” was the underlying cause
of anti-Semitism: “Jews are loathed as the
Christ-givers, the creators or representatives
of the non-force principle in human
relations,” he thundered. The great Catholic
intellectual Jacques Maritain would pick up
on Samuel’s formulation of Freud’s thesis,
giving his theory a distinctly Christological
spin in his interventions against antiSemitism during the Second World War.
Following Maritain’s Catholic theological
spin, Talcott Parsons gave it a sociological
bent. Parsons’s effort, “The Sociology of
Modern Antisemitism,” was included in a
lengthy collection, Jews in a Gentile World:
The Problem of Antisemitism, edited by Isacque
Graeber and Steuart Henderson Britt,
published in 1942. Parsons’s contribution was
a major new theoretical understanding of
the problem. His key claim in “The Sociology
of Modern Antisemitism,” is that “the most
important source of virulent anti-Semitism
is probably the projection on the Jew, as a
symbol, of free-floating aggression, springing
from insecurities and social disorganization.”
Anti-Semitism results from modern social
dislocation, explained Parsons. It resulted
from what Ferdinand Tönnies discussed
as the shift from the Gemeinschaft to the
Gesellschaft—leading to the breakdown of the
social system of the close-knit community,
which had clearly defined values, goals,
and routines. The sociological processes of
modernization—including urbanization,
industrialization, the debunking of traditional

values and ideas, and the expansion of
mass means of communication—all result
in what Parsons termed the “large-scale
incidence of anomie in Western society.”
Parsons borrowed the notion of anomie
from Durkheim’s study on Suicide. Anomie is a
state of rootlessness, disconnection, and social
alienation. It results from the breakdown of
norms or cultural expectations, which conflict
with the social realities attendant upon
the transformations of modernity. Parsons
claimed that the result of anomie is social
and psychological insecurity, frustration, and
resentment, often expressed as aggression.
The more heightened the anxiety, the more
“free floating” the aggression. In these
circumstances, people act out this frustration
and insecurity on a symbolic object. In the
case of modern Europe, this symbolic object
was the Jew, who was to be found “everywhere
and nowhere” as Hannah Arendt later put it.
With the Holocaust ramping up, the
leading lights of the Frankfurt school also
picked up on Freud’s insights. Their most
ambitious effort as a group was the Studies
in Prejudice series, whose five books brought
together Weberian sociology, Marxism, and
psychoanalysis. First published in 1950,
they made an important contribution to
the study of racism and discrimination.
Perhaps the most ambitious undertaking of
the series was The Authoritarian Personality, a
collaborative work led by Theodor Adorno.
Institutionally The Authoritarian Personality
was a joint undertaking of the Berkeley Public
Opinion Study and the Institute of Social
Research, combining Berkeley’s experimental
and empirical academic social psychology
with the Frankfurt school’s sociological,
psychoanalytic, and philosophical bent.
In his methodological chapter on “Types
and Syndromes” Adorno justified the drive
to locate the etiology of the “authoritarian
personality”—and its correlate types: the
anti-Semite, the fascist, the xenophobe. All
modern social processes tended toward
standardization and mass production, Adorno
maintained, including the personality types
of individuals. Only by identifying the social
types of the authoritarian personality could
the all-pervasive thrust toward classification
in modernity be challenged. Social types
were the products of social rubber stamps.
How these rubber stamps were
constituted as socially produced phenomena
was the basis of Adorno’s specific
anthropology of anti-Semitism in the three

Max Horkheimer (front left), Theodor Adorno (front right), and Jürgen Habermas (background,
right, running hand through his hair). Photograph taken in April 1964 by Jeremy J. Shapiro at the
Max Weber-Soziologentag.

substantive chapters he authored in The
Authoritarian Personality. Adorno concentrated
on the social production of the stereotype,
which is itself linked to psychological needs
that are created by the cold, alienated world
of modernity. The psychological motor of
stereotypes is projection. The key mechanism
that prompts it is the defamation of other
groups as a way to code one’s own status.
The social functionality of anti-Semitism is
consequently that it serves as a compensation
for social alienation. Also key for Adorno
was that anti-Semitism serves as a means to
personalize an explanation of the complicated
contradictions that engender social and
psychological discomfort and unrest that are
the outcome of alienation. The ineloquence or
confusion of social life can be unraveled in an
instant through a set of stock images. Going
deeper into the Freudian psyche, Adorno
suggested that stereotypes screen the internal
contradictions of individuals—their inner
conflicts between superego and id. Stereotypes
are the externalization of these inner conflicts,
which are themselves the internalization
of the contradictions of global capitalism.
This is why many positive stereotypes are
closely linked to their shadow side. For
example, the contention that Jews are solidly
entrenched in family values has its double in
the assertion of Jewish clannishness; Jewish

intelligence is coupled to Jewish manipulation and power; the Jews as law-abiding
to materialism and spiritual lifelessness.
Unlike the Frankfurt school, Sartre’s
major analysis of anti-Semitism preferred
an existential psychoanalysis to a Freudianinspired model. Réflexions sur la question juive
(Anti-Semite and Jew) was written in the fall
of 1944 between the liberation of Paris and
the liberation of Auschwitz, and published
in 1946. Since then it has remained a forceful
examination of Jewish subjugation, explored
as a dialectic of recognition between Self
and Other. In French discussions, it became
the urtext to postwar debates about antiSemitism and the Jewish condition. For
Sartre, the key affective driver is once
more anxiety, but his understanding is
existential, not psychoanalytic. Sartre
focuses less on the unconscious and more
on human freedom than Freud did.
The Réflexions is an existentialist analysis
of the Jewish Question, whose core claim is
that the anti-Semite is a man of “mauvaise foi”
(bad faith or self-deception). “Antisemitism,
in short, is fear of the human condition,”
Sartre avows. In doing so, Sartre picked up
on a key distinction introduced by Martin
Heidegger in his existentialist opus Being and
Time (1927) between fear and anxiety. Fear,
Heidegger insisted, has a fixed object—we fear
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the specific thief who assaults us, for example.
Anxiety is free-floating; it is provoked by
the groundless of our being. When we tune
in to our contingency, it manifests bodily as
nausea: the taste of our freedom, according
to Sartre. Anti-Semitism, for Sartre, was an
inauthentic response to man’s situation in
the world and being-with-others. While he
wrote that anti-Semitism is animated by
“fear of the human condition” Sartre clearly
means that anti-Semites are deeply anxious
about the constitutive limits of the human
condition (change, death, and a world shared
with Others, who call into question one’s
essence and values). Denying their own
freedom, they justify themselves through
their typologies of the degenerate Jewish
Other. As such, they avoid responsibility.
They flee from it by focusing their passions
on “the Jew,” the free-floating symbol of
decadence, decay, and degeneration that must
be eliminated to redeem the modern world.

Hannah Arendt offered her interactionist
account of modern anti-Semitism partly as
a response to her unfavorable assessment
of Sartre’s existentialism as well as the
Frankfurt school’s socio-psychoanalytic
approach. Arendt wrote in the preface to
the Origins of Totalitarianism (1951), “even
a cursory knowledge of Jewish history . . .
should be enough to dispel this latest myth
in these matters . . . somewhat fashionable in
intellectual circles after Sartre’s ‘existentialist’
interpretation of the Jew as someone who is
regarded and defined as a Jew by others.” What
explained modern anti-Semitism for Arendt
was the role of the Jews in the development
of modernity. “Modern antisemitism,” she
asserted, “must be seen in the more general
framework of the development of the nationstate, and at the same time its source must be
found in certain aspects of Jewish history and
specifically Jewish functions during the last
centuries.” In taking this interactionist turn,

Arendt would help to launch the dominant
approach to analyzing anti-Semitism after
her work: the turn to history. But in focusing
on historical contexts, the affective elements
of anti-Semitism so pronounced in the early
theoretical approaches to anti-Semitism
receded into the background or were
absorbed into the narratives developed by
historians. Her interactionist and historicist
approach has dominated the research on
anti-Semitism in the last fifty years. For all it
has contributed to our understanding of the
social conditions that produce anti-Semitism,
historians have sidelined the emotions.
Perhaps it is time for a return of the repressed.
Jonathan Judaken is the Spence L. Wilson Chair
in the Humanities at Rhodes College. He is the
author of Jean-Paul Sartre and the Jewish
Question: Anti-antisemitism and the Politics
of the French Intellectual (University of
Nebraska Press, 2006).

Did you know?
The AJS website is a central location for resources on Jewish Studies research, teaching, and program
development, including:
Syllabi Directory: A listing of more than 150 syllabi, organized and cross-listed by topic. Designed to
assist AJS members in developing new courses and identifying new readings for current classes. New
submissions are welcome.
Public Programming Best Practices Resource Guide: A guide for scholars launching public programs
in conjunction with a Jewish Studies department, including information on audience targeting,
marketing and outreach, program evaluation, and more.
The Profession: A collection of articles, links, and webinars pertaining to professional matters in Jewish
Studies, including the job search, fundraising for Jewish Studies, and non-academic careers for Jewish
Studies scholars.
Perspectives on Technology: An archive of columns by Heidi Lerner, Hebraica/Judaica cataloguer at
Stanford University Libraries, on technology-based resources for Jewish Studies teaching and research,
including links to all electronic resources.
And more, including Positions in Jewish Studies, Data on the Field, Directory of Jewish Studies
Programs, Events and Announcements in Jewish Studies, Directory of Fellowships and Awards, The
Art of Conferencing, Registry of Dissertations-in-Progress.
To access all these resources and more, visit www.ajsnet.org/resources.htm.
Please e-mail syllabi and any suggestions for the Resources section of the website to ajs@ajs.cjh.org.
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AJ S I N S T I T U T I O N A L M E M B E R S 2 0 1 4 – 2 0 1 5
The Association for Jewish Studies is pleased to recognize the following Institutional Members:

REGULAR INSTITUTIONAL MEMBERS

ASSOCIATE INSTITUTIONAL MEMBERS

Boston University, Elie Wiesel Center for Judaic Studies
Brandeis University
Brown University, Program in Judaic Studies
Columbia University, Institute for Israel and Jewish Studies
Cornell University, Jewish Studies Program
Duke University, Center for Jewish Studies
Harvard University, Center for Jewish Studies
Hebrew Union College – Jewish Institute of Religion
Indiana University, Robert A. and Sandra S. Borns Jewish
Studies Program
Johns Hopkins University, Leonard and Helen R. Stulman
Jewish Studies Program
Lehigh University, Philip and Muriel Berman Center for
Jewish Studies
McGill University, Department of Jewish Studies
New York University, Skirball Department of Hebrew and
Judaic Studies
Rutgers University, Department of Jewish Studies and
The Allen and Joan Bildner Center for the Study of
Jewish Life
Stanford University, Taube Center for Jewish Studies
The Jewish Theological Seminary, The Graduate School
The Ohio State University, Melton Center for Jewish Studies
Touro College, Graduate School of Jewish Studies
University of Arizona, Arizona Center for Judaic Studies
University of California, Los Angeles, Center for
Jewish Studies
University of Florida, Center for Jewish Studies
University of Maryland, Joseph and Rebecca Meyerhoff
Center for Jewish Studies
University of Massachusetts-Amherst, Judaic and Near
Eastern Studies Department
University of Michigan, Jean and Samuel Frankel Center
for Judaic Studies
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, Carolina Center
for Jewish Studies
University of Texas at Austin, Schusterman Center for
Jewish Studies
University of Toronto, Centre for Jewish Studies
Washington University in St. Louis, Department of Jewish,
Islamic, and Near Eastern Languages and Cultures
Yale University, Program in Judaic Studies
Yeshiva University, Bernard Revel School of Jewish Studies
York University, Israel and Golda Koschitzsky Centre for
Jewish Studies

Academy for Jewish Religion
American University, Center for Israel Studies & Jewish
Studies Program
Arizona State University, Center for Jewish Studies
Barnard College, Jewish Studies Program
California State University, Fresno, Jewish Studies
Certificate Program
Chapman University, Rodgers Center for Holocaust
Education
The George Washington University, Program in Judaic
Studies
Georgetown University, Program for Jewish Civilization
Hebrew College
Loyola Marymount University, Jewish Studies Program
Michigan State University, Jewish Studies Program
National Yiddish Book Center
Northeastern University, Jewish Studies Program
Northwestern University, Crown Family Center for Jewish
and Israel Studies
Old Dominion University, Institute for Jewish Studies &
Interfaith Understanding
Portland State University, Harold Schnitzer Family Program
in Judaic Studies
Princeton University, Program in Judaic Studies,
Ronald O. Perelman Institute for Judaic Studies
Purdue University, Jewish Studies Program
Reconstructionist Rabbinical College
Towson University, Baltimore Hebrew Institute
University of Colorado, Boulder, Program in Jewish Studies
University of Connecticut, Center for Judaic Studies and
Contemporary Jewish Life
University of Denver, Center for Jewish Studies
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, Program in
Jewish Culture and Society
University of Kentucky, Jewish Studies
University of Minnesota, Center for Jewish Studies
University of Nebraska-Lincoln, Norman and Bernice Harris
Center for Judaic Studies
University of North Texas, Jewish and Israel Studies Program
University of Oregon, Harold Schnitzer Family Program in
Judaic Studies
University of Pittsburgh, Jewish Studies Program
University of Tennessee – Knoxville, The Fern and Manfred
Steinfeld Program in Judaic Studies
University of Virginia, Jewish Studies Program
University of Washington, The Samuel and Althea Stroum
Jewish Studies Program
University of Wisconsin – Madison, Mosse/Weinstein Center
for Jewish Studies
University of Wisconsin – Milwaukee, Sam and Helem Stahl
Center for Jewish Studies
Vanderbilt University, Jewish Studies Program

If your program, department, foundation or institution is interested in becoming an AJS institutional
member, please contact Shira Moskovitz, AJS Program and Membership Coordinator, at ajs@ajs.cjh.org
or 917.606.8249
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Psychoanalytic Literary Theory and the Hebrew Bible
Ilona Rashkow

S

igmund Freud once acknowledged
that most of his discoveries about
the unconscious mind had been
anticipated by the poets of the past.
Thus, it should not be surprising that
psychology has been used in an effort to
explain the origins, character, and effects
of literature, including biblical literature.
What makes a reading of a literary
work “psychoanalytic?” To call a reading
“psychoanalytic” introduces ambiguity
immediately because the expression can
refer either to the use of psychoanalytic
themes or methods. That is, interpretation
can be called “psychoanalytic” with respect
either to the substance of the text (what it
reads), or to the interpretive procedures and
techniques a reader uses (how it is read).
Generally speaking, there are three
points at which psychoanalysis can enter the
study of a biblical text: examining the mind
of the author, the minds and behavior of the
author’s characters, or our own minds. There
is a long tradition of psychoanalytic criticism
that examines the text for buried motives and
hidden neurotic conflicts that generated the
writer’s art: (in writing Hamlet, for example,
Shakespeare was working over the death of
his son). Because the hazards of examining
an author’s mind are inversely proportional
to the amount of material available on the
writer’s life and private thoughts, it is never
completely safe to guess at the psychic
significance of a work of art, even that of a
candid living author, and for biblical writers,
we have only the most minimal sense of what
their private lives may have been. Thus, this
form of psychoanalytic literary criticism
generally is viewed as mere speculation.
Most of Freud’s own ventures into
literature were the analyses of literary
characters. His initial remarks on the Oedipus
complex were literary, involving both Hamlet
and Oedipus Tyrannis. Hamlet, according to
Freud, is “the hysteric” who delays because
he is paralyzed by guilt over Claudius’s
enactment of his own unconscious wishes. A
stream of essays by other analysts followed,
mostly on fictitious textual characters. They
wrote what might be described as “case
studies” of literature, dealing with those
authors or characters whom they categorized
as “neurotic.” Most of them emphasized such

Cover of Freud’s Hemmung, Symptom, und
Angst [Inhibitions, Symptoms, and Anxiety].
(Internationaler Psychoanalytischer Verlag, 1926).

analytic themes as the Oedipus complex,
anality, schizoid tendencies, latent or
expressed homosexuality, guilt, etc., and the
roles they played in the works of the writers
or among their other literary characters.
Analyzing literary characters has not
fallen into as deep a disrepute as concentrating
on the writer, in great part because fictional
characters are viewed as representatives of
life and as such can be understood only if we
assume that they are “telling a truth.” This
assumption allows us to find “unconscious”
motivations, albeit in fictitious characters.
For example, Abraham’s actions and
language reveal a great deal about him,
despite the fact that all we will ever “know”
is contained in the 1,534 verses of Genesis.
On the other hand, literary characters
are both more and less than real persons.
This presents a problem. While one aspect
of narrative characterization is to provide a
mimetic function, another aspect is primarily
textual—to reveal information to a reader or
to conceal it. This situation has no precise
parallel in life (although it can be argued
that real persons often resemble literary

characters in the masks they present to the
world). As a result, examining a narrative
character is not risk-free either. For instance,
contradictions in Abraham’s character may
result from the psychic complexities the
biblical writer imagined; or, they may result
from the fact that Abraham is an agent in a
literary narrative with a highly developed
system of conventions—his “traits” may
be more a function of the requirements
of the story line than his personality.
Since authors may not provide much
material for the theorists and since characters
are not real persons, many scholars have
shifted their focus from the interpretation
of meanings embedded within a text to the
processes of reading. Rather than attempting
to determine objective meanings hidden
within a text, which a reader needs to
extricate, these scholars concentrate on
the subjective experience of the reader,
interactions between reader/text/author,
and the values and premises with which a
reader approaches interpretation of a text.
As within psychoanalysis itself, their foci
are problems of indeterminacy, uncertainty,
perspective, hermeneutics, subjective (and
communal) assumptions, and agreements.
Until recently, reading the Bible was
thought to be a rather straightforward
procedure. The goal was to respond “properly”
by trying to “understand” the text and
grasp the “meaning.” The unspoken and
unwritten rule was: “Do not confuse what
you are doing to the text with what it is doing
to you.” The proper aim of biblical exegesis
was the apprehension of the text itself.
Yet, in spite of the impressive pressures
designed to preserve this view of reading
Scripture (both within the academy and by
society at large), the rules seemed to change
when the Bible became an object of interest
to literary theorists. Poststructural literary
criticism was particularly forceful in calling
attention to the problematic interaction
between reader and text. Scholars were
producing counterexamples of irreducibly
different and often contradictory readings
of the same biblical narratives, and this
wealth of interpretations had the effect
of undermining the long-established and
accepted doctrine of “objectivity” (whatever
that may mean). As a result, scholars began
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to acknowledge the idea that how a biblical
text is read is determined, in great part, by
who does the reading. The effect of text and
reader on one another has been the focus of
several poststructuralist analyses, including
deconstructionist, rhetorical, reader-response,
and ideological (including Marxist, feminist,
womanist, liberationist, Hispanic, etc.).
Of course, psychoanalytic literary
theory is no more a conceptually unified
critical position in biblical studies than
in literary studies generally. The term is
associated with scholars who examine
the writer, the biblical characters, or the
reader. Further, the approaches are neither
monolithic nor mutually exclusive. But
biblical scholars who use psychoanalytic
literary theory seem to agree that “meaning”
does not inhere completely and exclusively
in the text and that the “effects” of reading
Scripture, psychological and otherwise,
are essential to its “meaning.” Ultimately,
this type of literary criticism yields in
biblical studies a way of looking at biblical
narratives and readers that reorganizes both
their interrelationships and the distinctions
between them. As a result, recognizing the
relationship of a reader to a text leads to

a more profound awareness that no one
biblical interpretation is intrinsically “true.”
That is, the “meaning” of biblical narratives
is not waiting to be uncovered but evolves,
actualized by readers (and interpreters).
One of the primary objections to
psychoanalytic literary theory (among biblical
scholars and others) is the Freudian idea of
penis envy, since a common phallic phase does
not characterize the infantile development of
both sexes. One psychoanalyst who seems to
bridge the Freudian and anti-Freudian schools
of thought is Jacques Lacan, who reinterpreted
Freud in light of structuralist and poststructuralist theories of discourse. By focusing
on the mutual interaction among society and
the self with the use of language as a signifier,
Lacan shifted from Freud’s biological penis
to the phallus as the signifier of power, and
as a result, many scholars find his writings
more relevant to both males and females.
Reading is always a relationship of
conflict or debate within the unconscious,
and this conflict seems to be intensified when
reading the Bible. Psychoanalytic literary
theory may lead to feelings of anxiety, since
these theorists take no position on the
“truth” claims of any particular religious

interpretation, but instead read the Bible as
a “text” rather than as “sacred Scripture.”
Consequently, many non-biblical scholars
are anxious approaching the Bible from
this perspective.
One aspect of psychoanalytic literary
theory is its focus on the relationship between
the literary text and reader in the context of
the psychoanalytic concept of “transference.”
Transference is generally considered the very
essence of Freudian theory. Briefly described,
in the course of treatment the analysand
(or patient) may unconsciously “transfer”
on to the analyst (or doctor) the conflicts
he or she is experiencing. If a patient has
difficulty dealing with his or her father, for
example, he or she may unconsciously cast
the analyst in that parental role. As a result,
the analyst has particular insight into the
analysand’s psychology, and can “trigger”
responses in the analysand. A biblical text,
similar to an analyst, “triggers” responses
in a reader. Simultaneously, the text also
influences a reader to conduct a self-analysis,
to examine his or her own responses to a
narrative. In effect, a reader acts as both
analyst and analysand; the relation of text
and reader is in constant exchange.

The CENTER FOR JEWISH HISTORY
offers FELLOWSHIPS
The Center for Jewish History offers fellowships to support scholars and students
as they conduct groundbreaking research that illuminates Jewish history using
the collections of its five partner organizations – American Jewish Historical
Society, American Sephardi Federation, Leo Baeck Institute, Yeshiva University
Museum and YIVO Institute for Jewish Research
The Center funds original research in fields including Jewish studies, Russian
and East European studies, American studies and Germanic studies, as well
as anthropology, history, linguistics, musicology, philosophy and sociology.
A range of fellowships and programs are available for undergraduates,
graduate students, early career scholars, and senior scholars.
If you are interested in becoming part of the Center’s vibrant community,
visit fellowships.cjh.org.
15 WEST 16TH STREET | NEW YORK, NY 10011 | WWW.FELLOWSHIPS.CJH.ORG | WWW.CJH.ORG
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Within the psychoanalytic framework,
by virtue of transference, the analysand
tries to force or coax the analyst to “play
out a scene” he or she remembers, although
the analysand is not aware of either the
coaxing or the scene as such. Just as the
psychoanalytic concept of transference is a
structure of repetition linking analyst and
analysand, literary “intertextuality,” the
relation of a particular text to other texts,
is a repetition of the very structure it seeks
to understand. According to this theory, a
work can be read only in connection with or
against other texts. In other words, a reader
acts as an analyst who points out “slips”
in the text. As a result of intertextuality,
the text acts as a reader’s analyst as well by
enabling a reader to draw certain analogies
and conclusions. In both the reading process
and the psychoanalytic process, a new, more
complete narrative is ultimately generated.
Reading a biblical text may cause
some anxiety, which can manifest itself in
at least two ways: first, the reader’s response
to the approach of psychoanalytic biblical
scholarship; and second, interpreting
anxiety in biblical characters. Although
each of these topics is worthy of a lengthy

discussion, I consider briefly only the
first aspect.
Psychoanalytic readings explore
new understandings of the language of
symbols. This leads to an exploration of
the meanings of cultic ritual, sacrifice,
bans, miracles, etc. to explain the use of
imagery in biblical language, including
the metaphorical significance of miracle
stories—the wellsprings of apocalyptic
visual and auditory experiences. For example,
when using psychoanalytic theory, the
deity is viewed as just another “character”
in the narrative—displaying anger, fear,
hostility, love, jealousy, and a myriad of other
human emotions with which the reader
can empathize. As a father figure, the reader
may transfer some of the repressed emotions
inherent in a father-child relationship onto
God. Some readers find this disquieting
and as a result, it has been argued that a
psychological or psychoanalytic reading
disqualifies itself from giving “proper”
consideration to “faith.” Unlike the New
Testament in which the characters are either
“good” or “bad,” the Hebrew Bible characters
are all very human—including God.
Nevertheless, the deity is “supposed”

to be above petty human fears and desires—
at least as taught in synagogues and
churches. In defense of psychoanalytic
biblical criticism, however, approaching
the Bible from any postmodern
perspective is likely to cause anxiety
in those readers who have been trained
only in a theological setting.
Whether Freudian, Lacanian, feminist,
or any combination thereof, over the past
thirty or so years, there has been a shift
in focus from the author to the text to
finally the reader. Thus, perhaps wittingly
or otherwise, more of us seem to be using
some form of psychoanalytic literary
theory—dissenters notwithstanding.
Ilona Rashkow is professor emerita at the
State University of New York at Stony Brook
and teaches regularly at New York University.
Among her book publications are Taboo or
Not Taboo: The Hebrew Bible and Human
Sexuality (Fortress Press, 2000); The Phallacy
of Genesis: A Feminist-Psychoanalytic
Approach Westminster John Knox Press, 1993);
and Upon the Dark Places: Sexism and AntiSemitism in English Renaissance Biblical
Translation (Almond Press, 1990).

The Azrieli Institute of Israel Studies, is a multi-disciplinary research centre that
fosters and supports graduate studies, faculty-based research projects, conferences,
public lectures and exchange programs.

Visiting Researcher Opportunity

Postdoctoral Fellowship

The Institute welcomes applications for short-term or
sabbatical Visiting Researcher positions. Research
stipends are available.

A postdoctoral fellowship is available in the amount of
$24,000. Additional top-up funding and teaching
stipends may be available by application.

For further details contact: azrieliinstitute@concordia.ca or 514-848-2424 ext: 8721.
http://www.concordia.ca/azrieli
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DLP

CONNECTING YOU
WITH LEADING SCHOLARS
OF JEWISH STUDIES

“ This is an excellent
program and of great
benefit to synagogues,
universities, and
federations.”
–Maxine Schwartz,
Director of Development
and Outreach, Sue and
Leonard Miller Center for
Contemporary Judaic
Studies, University of Miami

“ The AJS Distinguished
Lectureship Program
was an amazing find.
It enabled us to bring
a world-renowned
scholar to our
community, which
we otherwise would
not have been able
to do. The entire
process was handled
with excellence, care,
and professionalism,
and we are planning
on making this an
annual event.”

The AJS Distinguished Lectureship
Program, sponsored by the Association
for Jewish Studies, connects you with
dynamic speakers in the field of Jewish
Studies. We will help you identify and
arrange a talk by a leading Jewish
Studies scholar, enriching your next
program with one of over 300 lecture
topics. Talks cover the breadth of Jewish
history, religion, politics, and culture.
Speakers are only available through
the program once per year, so contact
us soon!
Questions? Contact Shira Moskovitz, Program
Manager, at smoskovitz@ajs.cjh.org or 917.606.8249.
For more information about AJS and the lectureship
program, visit www.ajsnet.org.

—Aliza Orent,
Director, Jewish Life
and Learning,
Jewish Community
Center of Austin

Founded in 1969, the Association for Jewish Studies (AJS)
is the largest learned society and professional organization representing
Jewish Studies scholars worldwide.
AJS | 15 W. 16th Street | NY, NY 10011 | www.ajsnet.org | ajs@ajs.cjh.org | 917.606.8249
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RENOWNED
FACULTY
PROFOUND
SCHOLARSHIP

The Graduate School of JTS is a national center
of advanced Jewish Studies. It offers the most extensive
academic program in North America, access to worldrenowned faculty, and masters and doctoral degrees
in 15 areas of specialization, including Jewish Ethics,
Jewish Gender & Women’s Studies and Hebrew Bible
and Its Interpretation.

The Jewish Theological Seminary
Albert A. List College of
Jewish Studies
The Graduate School
H. L. Miller Cantorial School
and College of Jewish Music
The Rabbinical School
William Davidson Graduate School
of Jewish Education
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Date:

03.06.15

Client:

JTS Graduate School

Contact:

Kristin Higgins

3080 BROADWAY • NEW YORK, NY 10027
(212) 280-6060 • www.jtsa.edu/Graduate

Human Nature & Jewish Thought
Judaism’s Case for Why Persons Matter

Alan L. Mittleman

“Human Nature & Jewish Thought is a personal, humane, and nuanced
defense of the importance of our moral lives to what it means to
be a human being, a defense that does complete justice to recent
philosophical and scientific contributions yet is marked by a firm
control of classical, medieval, and contemporary Jewish sources. Alan
Mittleman writes with grace and intelligence.”
—Michael L. Morgan, University of Toronto
“An eloquent, tightly written, and insightful reflection on the meaning
of being human, Alan Mittleman’s book bridges the gap between
traditional Jewish accounts of human nature and contemporary
philosophy, science, and social theory.”
—Hava Tirosh-Samuelson, Arizona State University
Library of Jewish Ideas
Cloth $27.95

Cosponsored by the Tikvah Fund

No Joke

Leaving the
Jewish Fold

Making Jewish Humor

Ruth R. Wisse

Conversion and Radical
Assimilation in Modern
Jewish History

Todd M. Endelman

“Subtle and provocative.”
—Anthony Gottlieb, New York Times Book Review
“Sharp and thoughtful.”
—Economist
“Wisse provides a rich assortment of mordant wit at
the threshold of extinction.”
—Edward Kosner, Wall Street Journal
Library of Jewish Ideas
Paper $19.95

“An astonishingly comprehensive, lucid, and beautifully
crafted work. With sure command of the full range of
early modern and modern Jewish history, Endelman casts
his net wide in a study that explores every significant
manifestation of radical assimilation in Jewish life over the
last several centuries. His superb book is a reminder of the
great clarity a first-rate historian can bring to opening up
the past as well as present.”
—Steven J. Zipperstein, Stanford University
Cloth $39.50 978-0-691-00479-2

Cosponsored by the Tikvah Fund

See our E-Books at press.princeton.edu
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NYU PRESS
keep reading.
WINNER OF THE 2014
NATIONAL JEWISH BOOK AWARD
IN AMERICAN JEWISH STUDIES
(JEWISH BOOK COUNCIL)

The Rag Race
How Jews Sewed Their Way
to Success in America and
the British Empire
ADAM D. MENDELSOHN
“A book studded with insight, and
written with wit and style.”

J erry Z. M uller , author of
Capitalism and the Jews
$35.00 • CLOTH

In the Goldstein-Goren Series in
American Jewish History

WINNER OF THE 2013
NATIONAL JEWISH BOOK AWARD
IN WOMEN’S STUDIES
(JEWISH BOOK COUNCIL)

Ballots, Babies, and
Banners of Peace
American Jewish Women’s
Activism, 1890-1940
MELISSA R. KLAPPER
“A wonderful and inspiring read.”

a lice K essler -h arris ,
author of A Difficult Woman
$24.00 • PAPER

In the Shadow of Zion

Suffer the Little Children

Promised Lands Before Israel
ADAM L. ROVNER
“Rovner takes us on a riveting
journey through a boundless
fantasy. Masterfully written.”

Uses of the Past in Jewish
and African American
Children’s Literature
JODI EICHLER-LEVINE
“Sheds new light on the
relationships between race,
religion, citizenship, and
childhood.”

t oM s egev , author of
One Palestine, Complete
$35.00 • CLOTH

The New
American Zionism

$25.00 • PAPER

THEODORE SASSON
“Paints an accurate, if
complicated, picture of a changing
relationship—changing for good
and for bad and, at times, in ways
yet to be decided.”

s hMuel r osner , Jewish Journal
$24.00 • PAPER

Post-Holocaust France
and the Jews, 1945–1955
Edited by SEÁN HAND
and STEVEN T. KATZ
“Important and much-needed...
an impressive collection.”
author of

a aron W. h ughes ,
The Study of Judaism

$45.00 • CLOTH

Forgotten Trials
of the Holocaust
MICHAEL J. BAZYLER and
FRANK M. TUERKHEIMER
“This extraordinary book…makes
it impossible for us to ignore or
forget the intimate and complex
relationship between law and the
Holocaust.”

D aviD f raser , author of
Law After Auschwitz
$45.00 • CLOTH

All books also available as ebooks.

J ulia M icKenberg , author of
Learning from the Left

In the Elie Wiesel Center for Judaic
Studies series

The Signifying Creator
Nontextual Sources of Meaning in
Ancient Judaism
MICHAEL D. SWARTZ
“[Swartz ‘s] elegantly written
argument will challenge
scholars—and, one hopes, their
students—for years to come!”

M artin s. J affee ,
u niversity of W ashington
$18.00 • PAPER

That Pride of Race
and Character
The Roots of Jewish Benevolence
in the Jim Crow South
CAROLINE E. LIGHT
“Deeply researched and
beautifully written.”

a nn P ellegrini , author of
Performance Anxieties
$45.00 • CLOTH

Gender in
Judaism and Islam
Common Lives,
Uncommon Heritage
Edited by
FIROOZEH KASHANI-SABET
and BETH S. WENGER
“Path breaking in its range
and scope.”

b eth b aron , cuny
$30.00 • PAPER

The Impossible Jew
Identity and the Reconstruction of
Jewish American Literary History
BENJAMIN SCHREIER
Examines the concept of identitybased literary study across the
canon of Jewish American
literature and culture.
$25.00 • PAPER

www.nyupress.org
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WINNER OF THE 2012 NATIONAL
JEWISH BOOK AWARD
(JEWISH BOOK COUNCIL)

CITY OF PROMISES
A History of
the Jews of New York
GENERAL EDITOR :
DEBORAH DASH MOORE
“A lively, much-needed overview
of the role that Jews have played
in the history and success of the
Big Apple.”

Kirkus
NOW AVAILABLE IN PAPERBACK

Haven of Liberty
New York Jews in the New World,
1654 –1865
HOWARD B. ROCK
$24.00 • PAPER

Emerging Metropolis
New York Jews in the Age of
Immigration, 1840 –1920
ANNIE POLLAND
and DANIEL SOYER
$24.00 • PAPER

Jews in Gotham
New York Jews in
a Changing City, 1920–2010
JEFFREY S. GUROCK
$24.00 • PAPER

3-VOLUME BOX SET
GENERAL EDITOR :
DEBORAH DASH MOORE

$125.00 • CLOTH

All volumes include:
A Foreword by
DEBORAH DASH MOORE
A Visual Essay by
DIANA L. LINDEN

“This book deserves to be on the short shelf of any
American Jew serious about questions of Jewish identity
and the American Jewish relationship with Israel.”
—Yossi Klein Halevi, author of Like Dreamers

“Reuven Ben-Yosef left English and America behind to
remake himself as a Hebrew poet in Israel. Now Michael Weingrad has returned him to us, in an English
translation that captures the passion, pride, and angry
beauty of his verse. Ben-Yosef’s meditations on Jewish life in Israel and America—an opposition that split
his own family—offer a powerful, and unfashionable,
counterpoint to the American Jewish literature that was
produced to such acclaim during his lifetime. He offers
a unique and challenging response to the question of
what it means to be a Jewish poet.”
—Adam Kirsch, Senior Editor, New Republic
Paper $24.95s 978-0-8156-3398-3

ebook 978-0-8156-5325-7

“Baigell reaches deep into new sources to present a
stimulating and ne eded treatment of a neglected topic
in the annals of Jewish, American and political art.”
—Samuel D. Gruber, President, International Survey
of Jewish Monuments

“A major contribution to the understanding of an important period in American art as well as to an understanding of the importance of the Jewishness of many
prominent American artists.”
—Donald Kuspit, Distinguished Professor Emeritus of Art History
and Philosophy, SUNY Stony Brook

Baigell explores the meaningful yet little-examined connections between religious heritage, social concerns,
and political radicalism in the Jewish American art
world from the time of the Great Migration from Eastern
Europe in the 1880s to the beginning of World War II.
Cloth $39.95s 978-0-8156-3396-9

ebook 978-0-8156-5321-9

Syracuse University Press
SyracuseUniversityPress.syr.edu

800-848-6224
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Fellowship Opportunity

Theme 2016-2017
Israeli Histories, Societies and Cultures:
Comparative Approaches
More than six decades after its establishment, the State of Israel still poses considerable
challenges for scholars who try to study and decipher it. There are numerous unanswered
questions regarding Israel’s origins, history and current trends; about the meanings of Israel as
a “Jewish State” and as a modern democratic state; about relations between Israeli and Jewish
diasporic cultures; between Israel and contemporary Jewry around the globe, between Israelis
and Palestinians, and between Ashkenazim and Mizrahim.
The Frankel Institute’s year-long scholarly endeavor aims to chart new ways to study
and understand Israel comparatively. It will be devoted to inquiry about the multiple histories,
cultures and societies of Israel and the Yishuv from the 18th century to the 21st century. It
will bring scholars from a range of disciplines, contextualizing the study of Israel within new
developments in Jewish Studies and Middle Eastern Studies. As such, it will create a greater
integration of the study of Israel with the study of modern Jewish experience. Examining
Israel through the lens of comparative Jewish studies will also enable a better incorporation
into study of the modern Middle East by considering recent debates on Mizrahi Jews as
“Arab Jews”; social interactions and cultural similarities between Mizrahi Jews and Arabs in
Ottoman and Mandate Palestine and throughout the Levant; the Zionist project’s complicated
relationship with European colonialism; relations between Jews and Arabs within the state of
Israel; and the occupation of territories conquered in 1967.
Thinking about Israel in multiple Jewish Studies and Middle Eastern contexts (literary,
historical, religious, political and cultural) and through the lens of different geographies will
change the character of scholarship and complicate established narratives about Israel. The
Frankel Institute invites applications from diverse scholars, artists, writers and filmmakers.

Applications Due October 9, 2015
For more information, or for application materials, email
judaicstudies@umich.edu or call 734.763.9047.
www.lsa.umich.edu/judaic
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Trauma, Identity Formation, and Anxiety
Tamar Kamionkowski

Clay tablet; New Babylonian. Chronicle for years 605-594 BC. © Trustees of the British Museum.

D

aniel Smith, in his recent book
Monkey Mind: A Memoir of Anxiety
(2013), has brought the topic of
Jews and anxiety to the fore. He argues that
Jews are predisposed to anxiety because the
experience of anxiety is close to the Jewish
tradition of disputation argumentation and of
looking at things from every angle. In other
words, Jews think too much! Smith adds that
anxiety is also the result of many years of
experience with oppression, persecution, and
threats. While I generally agree with Smith’s
views, I am interested in the question of when
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Jewish anxiety began to rear its head. It is
my sense that anxiety was a key component
of early emerging Judaism, which preceded
both the development of Jewish textual
traditions and a long history of persecution.
Assuming that the majority of biblical
texts were edited and given a final form
during the period of the Exile in Babylonia,
the earliest Jewish communities developed
a core identity inextricably bound up with
trauma and disaster. A key site for the
construction of these trauma narratives
can be found in those prophets who lived

around the time of the destruction. The book
of Ezekiel provides an excellent example of
identity formation with trauma at its core.
For decades, trauma was understood
through the lens of individual psychology. In
more recent years, thinkers have suggested
that trauma also operates on the communal
level and that trauma is not an event but
rather a socially conditioned response to an
event that can never be fully understood.
Jeffrey Alexander, in Trauma: A Social Theory,
argues that collective traumas are neither
about what “really happened” nor about

the level of actual suffering; rather, they
are culturally constructed interpretations
and reimaginings of events. There can
be conditions in which the majority of a
community suffer physically or emotionally,
but that does not automatically make the
situation a communal trauma. Furthermore,
events may take place that do not impact
the majority in a community, but a narrative
can be constructed that impacts on the
communal identity of all its members.
Alexander describes the necessary elements
in the cultural construction of trauma.
There must be a carrier group to create and
communicate the story; an audience that buys
into the narrative; and a particular historical
and cultural environment within which
the performance unfolds. Additionally, the
trauma narrative needs to serve a purpose.
Within this model, we can consider
some of the latter prophets and then Ezra
as the carrier group that told stories and
performed within their environment. The
particular historical and cultural environment
was one of rapid change, great loss and
dislocation, and exposure to very different
worlds. In 597 BCE, Nebuchadnezzar exiled
the recently enthroned King Jechoiachin,
members of the royal court, and other leaders
of the community (including the prophet
Ezekiel). In 588 BCE, less than a decade
later, the puppet king Zedekiah’s revolt
against Babylonian hegemony ushered in
the Babylonian army and a two-year siege. In
586 BCE, the city was breached, the Temple
and much of Jerusalem was burned to the
ground, and there was a second deportation.
Conditions for the population that
remained in the land of Judah are uncertain.
Politically, the nation of Judah was at an
end and the future of the Davidic line was
precarious at best. Socioeconomic information
is scant; the biblical record would have us
believe that Jerusalem and other Judean
towns were razed to the ground.
However, the minority of the deported
population may have experienced the greatest
sense of dislocation and loss. Devastation
likely affected more than political and socioeconomic institutions. The experiences of
deportation had an impact upon interpersonal
dynamics, self-identity, and a host of other
aspects of culture.
Some scholars believe that the biblical
texts greatly exaggerate the impact of the
Babylonian invasion and that events may not
have been as traumatic as widely believed.

The truth is that regardless of the historicity of
this event—what conditions were like for the
first-generation Judeans in Babylonia, what
conditions were like for people who remained
in the vicinity of Judah after the destruction
of Jerusalem—we do know that something
about this event branded the identities of
those Judeans and early Jews. While history
is unclear, the constructed memories of
those events are revealed through biblical
literature. The community’s subjective
memories helped to constitute the narrative.
An important author/performer who
helped to shape identity through a trauma
narrative was Ezekiel. Building upon a
trope that other prophets had developed,
he sent out the message that when the
community develops political alliances with
Others or engages in any socioeconomic
intercourse with Others, God gets enraged
and punishes the people through violent
means. Ezekiel’s language is strong and
violent as he presents God’s voice:
My anger will be spent and I will
vent my fury upon them and I will
be comforted. Then they will know
that I, YHVH, have spoken in my
jealousy when I vent my fury upon
them. I will make you into a ruin and
a disgrace among the nations that are
around you, before the eyes of every
passerby. You will be a reproach and
a taunt, a warning and a horror to the
nations all around you when I execute
judgments against you in anger and
fury, with raging rebukes—I, YHVH
have spoken. (Ezekiel 5:13–15)
Ezekiel uses similarly horrific imagery
throughout the book, especially in chapters
16 and 23, where alliances with other nations
are communicated through the metaphor of
marital infidelity and punishment is described
metaphorically as rape and mutilation. The
lasting message for the community that
accepts this narrative is that it is perilous to
interact with outsiders and that the result
of such behavior can be catastrophic.
Another component of the trauma
narrative is that the community is in an
unending intimate covenant with a God who
has absolute control over the relationship.
The covenant with God is a mixed blessing.
On the one hand, the people do not believe
that they are subject to the random whims of
the gods; the covenantal relationship provides

a framework for meaning. However, as the
covenantal partner who has no power in the
relationship, who can never escape God’s
wrath, the community imbibes an ongoing
identity of powerlessness, inadequacy, and
even shame. Ezekiel’s self-humiliating
performances and muteness attest to the
utter control that God commands over
him. Even Ezekiel’s prophecy regarding the
return of the people to Jerusalem is set in
a negative tone. Ezekiel’s God promises to
bring the people back from exile in order to
save God’s own reputation. He repeats over
and over again, “not for your sake do I act!”
The prophet’s narrative defines the
traumatic event in such a way that makes
sense of the event and helps to strengthen
group identity. Ezekiel understands the event
as a divine response to the community’s
behavior and not as a random act or bad luck.
The community is bound together by a God
who has not abandoned them and who still
pays attention—even if the results of God’s
attentions are devastating. Ironically, while
the story is successful in identity formation
and group bonding, this particular narrative
also embeds collective anxiety into Jewish
consciousness. It ritualizes the “event”
without any assurance that history will not
repeat itself. The collective anxiety about
Israel’s place in the larger community of
humanity and the unease about being forever
bound with a God who can wreak havoc
serves to keep the people together under
a shared anxiety. The impact of exilic and
postexilic literature is that the early Jewish
community knows who it is, but also lives in
a state of constant anxiety, worrying about
maintaining a distinctly separate identity and
wondering when the next disaster will occur.
This prophetic narrative of trauma
sets the stage for ongoing trauma that is
sometimes real and sometimes imagined.
The message of deserved suffering, an
inextricable link with a jealous God who
does not tolerate relationships with others,
and a feeling of powerlessness and lack of
agency have been significant contributing
factors to Jewish anxiety and general unease,
especially as Jews find themselves living
in an increasingly multicultural world.
Tamar Kamionkowski is professor of biblical
studies at the Reconstructionist Rabbinical College.
She is the co-editor of Bodies, Embodiment and
Theology of the Hebrew Scriptures (T&T
Clark, 2010).
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Christian Anxieties and Jewish Dreams:
Jewish Kingship during the Early Middle Ages
Alexandra Cuffel

I

n studying medieval Jewish-Christian
relations, one often encounters anxiety.
Some Christians asserted that Jewish
anxiety was a sign of their cursed status,
for example when Jacques de Vitry (c.
1160/70–1240) maintained that certain
Jews were fearful and weak because of
their ancestors’ participation in Jesus’s
execution. Jewish fear in the face of Christian
persecution in poetry and chronicles is a
common theme. Finally western Christians
imagined all manner of supposed Jewish
plots against the Christian community,
from well poisoning to child murder. Less
expected perhaps is Christian anxiety
about Jewish martial activity or kingship.
For Jews to posit the existence of
one or more Jewish kingdoms outside
Christian dominion undermined one of the
fundamental arguments of Christendom
against the Jews. “The scepter shall not pass
from Judah, nor the law from between his
feet until Shiloh comes and the obedience
of the peoples belongs to him” (Genesis
49:10); Christians interpreted this verse as a
prophesy that Jewish political independence
and kingship would end with the coming
of the messiah, namely Jesus. In Byzantium,
Genesis 49:10 figured prominently in JewishChristian polemic. The biblical passage
continued to be central in early western
Jewish and Christian discussions of Jewish
power. However, early medieval western
European Christians and Jews approached this
question differently than their counterparts
in the eastern Mediterranean. Western
Jews and Christians debated not merely
whether the “scepter of Judah” had passed,
but whether a distant eastern Jewish king,
whose subjects consisted of one or more of
the lost ten tribes of the Jews, might possess
it. The focus of Christian consternation and
Jewish hope remained around the figure of a
Jewish king, that is, the holder of the “scepter.”
Nevertheless, this king’s relationship to
the other tribes, and his own tribe of origin
became an integral part within these texts.
Before the coming of Islam, Christian
authors had a long tradition of depicting
Jews and Samaritans as militarily aggressive,
treacherous, and hostile to the “Roman”
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population. The incidents reported from
late antiquity were repeated and elaborated
upon by medieval Christian writers as well.
Instances such as the clash of the Christian
monk, Barsauma, who purportedly battled
15,000 armed Jews, or the more historically
grounded sixth-century Jewish king of
Himyar, Dhu Nuwas, who forced the local
Christian population to convert to Judaism
before being defeated by Ethiopian forces,
became part of eastern Christians’ narrative
memory of relations with Jews in Byzantium,
the Middle East, and Arabia. Similarly,
during the Persian capture of Jerusalem in
614 Christian sources describe Jews as aiding
the Persians and brutalizing the Christian
population. Regardless of the truth or
mendacity of these depictions, what is clear is
that eastern Mediterranean Christians feared
Jewish martial activity. Such anxieties reached
apocalyptic proportions during the seventh to
ninth centuries in texts such as the Apocalypse
of Pseudo-Methodius or the Apocalypse of Daniel,
wherein Jews, sometimes specifically under
a leader from the tribe of Dan, would gather
and persecute Christians at the end of days.
Scholars have posited a number of theories
about the meaning of Jews in Christian
apocalyptic, including the possibility that
Jews were rhetorical foils for Muslims within
Christian texts, yet all of this literature points
to intense anxiety on the part of late antique
and early medieval Christians in the eastern
Mediterranean about past, current, or future
Jewish military activity. Even when Jews were
defeated, as they regularly were according
to historical and hagiographic sources, the
martial potential of Jews continued to cast
a shadow of fear on Christians’ imagination
and became part of Christian cosmology.
Yet it was not merely Christians who
reported or imagined Jewish power or ability
to act. A poem by the eighth-century Jewish
writer R. Elazar ha-Kallir indicates that Jews
re-established the Temple cult briefly under
the Persians, whereas various versions of
three Jewish apocalypses that seem to stem
from the early Byzantine-Persian-Muslim
conflicts, indicate that this attempt took
place under Muslim rule. Byzantine Christian
written polemical “dialogues” regularly

portray Jews as taunting Christians with their
loss of power to the Muslims as a retort to
Christian attempts to prove that Jews’ loss of
sovereignty indicated that they were no longer
the chosen people of God. Although one
must be cautious about accepting Christian
portrayals of Jewish belief, the persistence
of this retort attributed to Jews might also
be indicative of the frequency with which
Jews were willing to evoke this problem to
their Christian neighbors in Byzantium.
In western Europe, remarks by Isidore of
Seville (560–636) in his De fide catholica contra
Judaeos and Julian, Archbishop of Toledo
(652–690) in De comprobatione aetatis sextae
indicate that already by the seventh century,
Latin Christian interpretations of the “scepter
of Judah” were disturbed by allegations of
distant Jewish kingdoms. Refutations of Jewish
power based on Genesis 49:10 abound in both
Isidore and Julian’s polemic. The amount
of space and energy devoted to this point
suggests that the two authors found Jewish
arguments to the contrary quite unsettling
much as the Byzantine Christian authors did.
As similar as the Byzantine and early Iberian
argumentation is, however, there are some
important differences. The repeated attempts
on the part of Isidore and Julian to insist that
Jesus was the fulfillment of Genesis 49:10 do
suggest a certain level of Christian anxiety
on the subject in Iberia, like in Byzantium.
However, the tone of the Iberian Christian
authors is more scornful than fearful.
Regardless of the identity of this eastern
Jewish king, for which the belief in whom
Julian and Isidore mock the Jews, that Jews are
portrayed as setting their hopes in this figure
deviates considerably from the argumentation
surrounding Genesis 49:10 in Byzantine
sources. In the Byzantine texts, restoration of
Jewish power appeared far more immanent
either at the hands of the Persians or Arabs, or
the hands of the Jews themselves. Nor could
Jews taunt their Christian neighbors with the
loss of rule in the seventh-century Visigothic
kingdom, for the Muslim invasion had not
yet reached so far. Thus, the issue of Jewish
religious and political power or lack thereof
clearly preoccupied early Iberian Christian
and possibly Jewish communities, yet the

promise or threat of a Jewish kingdom’s
continued existence or restoration remained
a distant one. On the other hand, the choice
of this Jewish king’s location, however vague,
was an ominous one, for this “king,” like the
Christians’ Antichrist, was in the “east.”
Even after the conquest by Muslims of
part of the Iberian Peninsula, early western
European Christian authors continued to
take a mocking tone toward Jewish assertions
of a distant Jewish king. Given the known
direct contact between authors such as Paul
Alvero of Cordoba or Amulo of Lyons, and
these authors’ demonstrated familiarity with
Jewish messianic beliefs, the possibility that
their descriptions of Jewish arguments might
reflect contemporary Jewish attitudes seems
plausible. Like earlier Christian authors,

although they refute the argumentation for
a Jewish kingdom, the urgency with which
they sought to discredit belies their stated
conviction that statements about Jewish
power in distant lands were mere fables.
In 883 a Jew calling himself Eldad and
claiming to be from the tribe of Dan appeared
in Kairouan (in present-day Tunisia), telling
tales of distant Jewish warriors constantly
fighting the kings of Kush (Ethiopia), of the
sons of Moses hidden away by a river of stones
that flowed on every day of the week except
the Sabbath. These Jewish warriors, according
to the account, came from four of the tribes
who had been dispersed during the Assyrian
conquest of the ancient kingdom of Israel. In
later recensions, all of the ten lost tribes of
Israel came to find their place in the narrative,

mostly as fierce warriors fighting a variety
of enemies—the Muslims near Mecca, the
Persians, and the Ethiopians. In the context
of early medieval Christian apprehension
about claims of Jewish kingship, and hints
that these anxieties were based on actual
Jewish assertions, one may well imagine the
profound disquiet that Eldad’s allegations,
or those attributed to him, were designed
to inspire among Christians, alongside
the hopes of Jews who believed him.
Alexandra Cuffel is professor of Jewish Religion
Past and Present at the Center for Religious
Studies, Ruhr University Bochum, Germany. She
is the author of Gendering Disgust in Medieval
Religious Polemic (University of Notre Dame
Press, 2007).
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the three submission
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History-Americas, Africa,
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Jewish Thought

The AJS is pleased to announce the 2015 Jordan Schnitzer Book Awards,
made possible by funding from the Jordan Schnitzer Family Foundation
of Portland, Oregon. These awards recognize and promote outstanding
scholarship in the field of Jewish Studies and honor scholars whose work
embodies the best in the field: rigorous research, theoretical sophistication,
innovative methodology, and excellent writing. In 2015, the AJS will award
three $5,000 Jordan Schnitzer Book Awards. Only AJS members may submit
their books for consideration or be nominated for consideration by a third
party (publisher, etc.). Any book published in English from 2012 through
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within a three-year cycle. Scholars at all stages of their careers are eligible
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at the AJS 47th Annual Conference, December 13–15, 2015 at the Sheraton
Boston in Boston, Massachusetts. The award will also be announced in AJS
publications and other professional and national media.
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Jewish Studies at Oxford University Press

MODERN
JUDAISM
mj.oxfordjournals.org

Published since 1956, The LBI Year Book, journal of
the Leo Baeck Institute, remains at the forefront
of the field, publishing the best scholarship on the
history and culture of German-speaking Central
European Jewry from early modern times to the
post-war period.
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Modern Judaism: A Journal of Jewish Ideas and
Experience provides a distinctive, interdisciplinary
forum for discussion of the modern Jewish
experience. Articles focus on topics pertinent to the
understanding of Jewish life today and the forces
that have shaped that experience.

THE LEO BAECK
INSTITUE YEAR BOOK
leobaeck.oxfordjournals.org

The Yale Judaica Series
The Yale Judaica Series, a publication series of the Program in Judaic
Studies at Yale University and published by Yale University Press, welcomes
proposals for annotated translations of classical Judaica texts and anthologies
of sources from ancient, medieval and early modern times.

In addition, the Yale Judaica Series invites proposals for translations and
monographs on the new classics of Jewish literature. This initiative will focus
on Jewish texts and books written after the year 1500 that have played a
major role in the formation of Western culture and the development of
ideas. The Yale Judaica Series Publications Committee welcomes the
translation of works that will be of value to the disciplines of history,
philosophy, political science and literature, as well as the �ields of rabbinics
and Jewish thought. It will entertain proposals for translations of texts written
in Hebrew, Yiddish, Ladino, French, German, Arabic and Judeo-Arabic.
If the Publications Committee of the Yale Judaica Series accepts a
proposal, it issues a contract to the editor/translator.

The Editor of the Yale Judaica Series will appoint an expert manuscript
editor to review in detail each submitted manuscript.

Upon the submission of a satisfactory manuscript, the editor/translator
will receive an honorarium of $15,000 to be shared in the event there is more
than one editor/translator.

In addition to being approved by the Publications Committee of the Yale
Judaica Series, all manuscripts must then be approved by the Publications
Committee of Yale University Press.

The process begins, however, by sending inquiries to the Publications
Committee of the Yale Judaica Series. Please contact Professor Ivan Marcus,
Chair of the Publications Committee (ivan.marcus@yale.edu).
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Anxiety in Uniform
Derek J. Penslar

M

any American men of a certain
age can recall the surge of anxiety
that coursed through their bodies
upon receiving a thin envelope from the
Selective Service System, ordering them
to report for induction into the United
States Armed Forces. For those who served
in the Second World War, anxiety was
often countered by patriotism and hatred
of the enemy. Those who were drafted to
fight in Korea and especially Vietnam were
more likely to see conscription as a curse
rather than an obligation. Still, even in the
unpopular Vietnam War only about 10
percent of those who were called up dodged
the draft. War is frightening, but dodging

the draft is usually more frightening still.
Patriotism, social conformism, the fear
of punishment or of being shunned, and
masculine pride kept most young men
from taking that fateful trip to Canada.
“Vi es kristelt zich azoy men yidelt zich,” as
with the Christians, so with the Jews. Since
the introduction of conscription in Europe
towards the end of the eighteenth century,
millions of Jews throughout the Diaspora
have performed military service—often
unwillingly, at times enthusiastically, but
usually obediently. To the extent that Jews
did try to evade the army, they differed little
from many others. (In Austria-Hungary in
the early 1900s, draft-dodging rates were

highest in the empire’s Balkan and Italian
territories, where few Jews lived.) Yet for
Jews, military service evoked horrors even
greater than deprivation and mortal danger.
Particularly in eastern Europe, the
demographic center of the modern Jewish
world prior to the Holocaust, the army
threatened not just Jews but Judaism itself.
Long terms of service, conversionary pressures
by hostile commanders, and limited access
to kosher food or Jewish learning threatened
to turn generations of young Jewish men
into ignoramuses or, worse yet, Gentiles.
Jewish anxiety about the military
precedes modern conscription by several
centuries. In medieval and early modern

During recent debates about the conscription of ultra-Orthodox (Haredi) Jews, haredi opponents of the draft have distributed flyers like this one decrying what
they call h. ardakim (Haredim kalim, or “Haredim lite”) who conspire with the evil state (this time, the Jewish state of Israel, not Tsarist Russia) to snatch tender
young Haredi boys and dispatch them to the army. Image courtesy of Daniel Mahla.
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times, some of the most famous illuminated
haggadot represented the ben rasha‘a, the
wicked son, as a soldier. Jews certainly had a
heritage of fighting—as warriors in biblical
antiquity, and from the Middle Ages onward
as defenders of towns and cities in eastern
Europe. But at a time before conscription,
when soldiering was a profession practiced, as
Machiavelli tells us in The Art of War, by the
crudest of men, Jews had fear and contempt
for those who lived by the sword. Rabbinic
Judaism was not pacifist, but it translated
physical into verbal aggression, substituting
talmudic disputation for swordplay.
Jews were first conscripted by command
of the Hapsburg Emperor Joseph II in 1788.
In April of the following year, as twentyfive timorous Jewish rec ruits assembled in
Prague’s Old Town, Rabbi Yeh.ezkel Landau
handed each soldier a prayer book, a packet
of tefillin, and a packet of tzitzit, after which
he told them: “Go forth to your fate, follow
it without protest, obey your superiors,
be loyal out of duty and patient out of
obedience. Yet forget ye not your religion,
do not be ashamed to be yehudim among so
many Christians.” At the end of his speech
the rabbi began to sob, and young soldiers
and their parents made tearful farewells.
Almost a century later, in the Russian
Empire a similar spirit of grim obedience to
fate suffused the most important rabbinic
treatise on military service, Sefer Mah.aneh
Yisra’el by Yisra’el Meir Kagan, known as the
H. ofez. H. ayim. The rabbi urged soldiers to
follow Halakhah as carefully as possible, even
in the heat of combat, when the temptation
to engage in sexual impropriety and other
heinous acts might be particularly great.
In spare but foreboding language the rabbi
instructed Jewish soldiers preparing for battle
to confess their sins and to be prepared for
death. Why, one might ask, did the rabbi not
counsel young Jews to steal across the border
rather than report for induction? Privately,
he very well may have done so, but no public
figure would dare flout the tsar’s law. And
although some Russian Jews did dodge the
draft, the vast majority did not, and the H. ofez.
H. ayim’s little volume was a source of comfort
and calm at a time of the utmost anxiety.
While Jews in eastern Europe feared lest
the army tear their communities asunder,
in Germany and western Europe Jews
experienced a very different sort of worry. In
the first half of the 1800s, rabbis in Prussia
urged the government to draft the Jews so
that they could prove their worthiness for
emancipation. At a time when middle-class
30
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German Christians were cutting off their
trigger fingers to avoid the draft, German
Jews were clamoring to be put into uniform.
Only by fighting for their country, so the
idea went, could Jews overcome accusations
of dual loyalty, cowardice, and effeminacy.
During the Austro-Prussian and FrancoPrussian wars German rabbis and activists
painstakingly counted the number of Jews
in uniform, especially those who were
decorated for heroism or who died in battle.
This use of statistics as an apologetic tool
would be repeated during the First World
War and well into the 1930s, when the
12,000 Jewish war dead were repeatedly,
futilely, and pathetically invoked as a
defense against the theft of their rights
of citizenship at the hand of the Nazis.
In France, in contrast, by the second
half of the 1800s the Jews’ social position
was increasingly secure, and grateful
young French Jews flocked to serve in
their country’s military at home and in in
its growing overseas empire. In the 1890s
growing anti-Semitism caused French Jews
to protest their love of country all the more
volubly. The arrest and conviction of Captain
Alfred Dreyfus on charges of espionage sent
French-Jewish anxieties skyward. In 1898,
Fernand Bernard, a Jewish army captain
serving in Indochina, wrote to his brother,
the famous writer Bernard Lazare, that he was
disgusted to wear the same uniform as that
of Dreyfus’s tormentors and was considering
resigning his commission: “Where is my
former pride, my former faith? I ask today
only to leave the army and be me, Fernand
Bernard, and not Captain Bernard.”
Dreyfus was eventually exonerated,
calming the frayed nerves of Jews the world
over. But less than a decade later the Great
War stoked an utterly different kind of anxiety
among Jews in the lands of the Entente
and Central Powers alike. Could it happen
that Jews on different sides might kill their
coreligionists? Fears of such unintentional
fratricide dated back to the 1848 Revolutions,
when Jews both fought as rebels and served
in the imperial armies that suppressed them.
From the 1860s onward stories abounded
about a Jew who killed, or almost killed, a
Jew who became recognizable by his (dying)
declamation of the Shema Yisra’el or a Magen
David around his neck. In the First World War,
such stories were legion, on the eastern and
western fronts alike. The stories’ facticity is
doubtful, especially since the vast majority of
combat deaths on the western front were by
machine gun and artillery fire, not hand to

hand combat. But they are meaningful myths,
expressions of a profound Jewish transnational
solidarity even while asserting patriotism
by fighting and dying for their homelands.
In a bitter irony, the Second World War,
during whose course two-thirds of the Jews of
Europe were slaughtered, was in certain ways
the least anxiety-provoking war for Jews in
modern history. There was a clear enemy, and
Jews the world over fought on one side—that
of the Allies against the Nazi Amalek. In the
United States, there were, on a per capita basis,
far fewer Jewish conscientious objectors than
Christian ones. Of course Jewish men were
still nervous about going off to fight, and
Jewish mothers were loath to send them into
danger. The mother of Meyer Birnbaum, an
Orthodox Jew from New York City, urged him
to flee the draft, but he consulted on the issue
with his rabbi, who sat him down with the
H. ofez. H. ayim’s Sefer Mah.aneh Yisra’el and told
him that dodging would be h.ilul ha-shem,
desecration of the name of God. Thus fortified,
Meyer went off to war, where he served with
distinction and rose to the rank of lieutenant.
Even in our own day, where the State
of Israel has a powerful army in which most
young Jews serve, distant memories persist
from the Russian past, of the terror of donning
a uniform, hoisting a rifle, and worst of all,
leaving behind the sheltering and sustaining
confines of the Jewish community. During
recent debates about the conscription of ultraOrthodox (Haredi) Jews, Haredi opponents of
the draft have distributed flyers decrying what
they call h.ardakim (Haredim kalim, or “Haredim
lite”) who conspire with the evil state (this
time, the Jewish State of Israel, not tsarist
Russia) to snatch tender young Haredi boys
and dispatch them to the army. (See figure
on previous page.) In time, no doubt, more
Haredim in Israel will do some kind of national
service, which they will not dodge any more
than was the case for the vast majority of Jews,
including the strictly Orthodox, throughout
modern history. But fear is a strong as life;
memory belies history. Although Jews are
more prone to fetishize the IDF as a symbol
of collective strength than to condemn it
as an agent of brutality and assimilation,
Israel’s armed forces have not put an end
to Jewish anxieties about military power.
Derek J. Penslar is the Samuel Zacks Professor
of European Jewish History at the University
of Toronto and the Stanley Lewis Professor of
Modern Israel Studies at the University of Oxford.
His most recent book is Jews and the Military:
A History (Princeton University Press, 2013).
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UNIverSIty of WIScoNSIN–MadISoN
MoSSe/WeINSteIN ceNter for JeWISH StUdIeS
The Mosse/Weinstein Center for
Jewish Studies offers students and
scholars a vibrant, interdisciplinary
approach to the study of Jewish
civilization and a thriving intellectual
and cultural community at one of the
best public universities in the world.

Committed to an interdisciplinary, comparative,
and theoretical approach to Jewish Studies
• 35 Faculty Members •
• Over 60 Courses •
• Ph.D. Certificates in Jewish Culture and Society & Holocaust,
Genocide, and Memory Studies •
• Jewish Studies Major through Department of Religion •
• Jewish Studies Minor •
• Visiting Israeli Writers Program •
• Initiative in Holocaust, Genocide, and Memory Studies •
• Jewish Studies Workshop •

4223 Mosse Humanities
Building
455 N. Park Street
Madison, WI 53706
608-265-4763
jewishstudies@cjs.wisc.edu

• 25 exceptional faculty specializing in
Jewish history, languages, literature,
social sciences, and the arts
• BA and undergraduate certificate
programs in Jewish Studies
• Over $30,000 in graduate and
undergraduate scholarships offered
annually
• Home to the Conney Project on
Jewish Arts and Greenfield Summer
Institute; affiliated with the Mayrent
Institute for Yiddish Culture
Learn more at
jewishstudies.wisc.edu

www.jewishculture.illinois.edu
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S T O RY O F T H E 1939 R E S C U E M I S S I O N
OF FIFTY JEWISH CHILDREN FROM
NAZI-OCCUPIED AUSTRIA TO AMERICA

“Highly readable, carefully researched….
The portrait of the Krauses that emerges is one of
incredible resourcefulness, perseverance, bravery, and
motivation to save lives. Pressman’s deeply affecting
account is a tribute to a couple whose heroic efforts
were a beacon of light during a time of unremitting
darkness for the Jewish people.”
—Jewish Book Council

“A rich and rewarding read…. Pressman paints
a moving picture of the rescue.”
—Wall Street Journal
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Robert A. and Sandra S. Borns Jewish Studies Program
Indiana University
CELEBRATING MIRJAM ZADOFF, WHO JOINED OUR RENOWNED FACULTY AS THE ALVIN H. ROSENFELD CHAIR.
SHE IS THE WINNER OF THIS YEAR’S FRAENKEL PRIZE FOR HER BOOK DER ROTE HIOB: DAS LEBEN DES WERNER SCHOLEM.
One of the largest, oldest and most comprehensive programs, our faculty establishes close and enduring connections
with students. Our student community currently includes 33 majors, 35 undergraduate certificate students, 13 Hebrew
undergraduate Hebrew minor students, 2 M.A. students, and 15 Ph.D. minor students. Our program of study includes
intensive language study in Biblical Hebrew, Modern Hebrew, and Yiddish.
Core faculty: Judah Cohen (Jewish music, art, and culture), Guadalupe González Diéguez (Jewish thought and philosophy,
intellectual history of the Jews of Islam, Spinoza), Sarah Imhoff (American Judaism, Gender and Judaism, Race and
Jewishness, Rabbinic literature), Stephen Katz (Hebrew; Israeli culture; Modern Hebrew literature), Dov-Ber Kerler
(Yiddish studies), Aziza Khazzoom (Israel studies), Shaul Magid (Modern Jewish religious experience, Hasidic Judaism,
Jewish thought), Herb Marks (Biblical and literary studies), Jason Mokhtarian (Ancient Judaism; Rabbinics; Judaism in
ancient Iran), Eva Mroczek (Ancient Judaism; Dead Sea Scrolls), Mark Roseman (History of the Holocaust, History of
antisemitism, German-Jewish history), Alvin Rosenfeld (Literature of the Holocaust; American Jewish literature,
Contemporary antisemitism), Dina Spechler (Arab-Israeli relations), Ayelet Weiss (Modern Hebrew), Mirjam Zadoff
(History of the Jews of central Europe, Modern Jewish intellectual and cultural history), Noam Zadoff (Modern Jewish
intellectual history; History of Israel)
Adjunct faculty: Jack Bielasiak (Politics of the Holocaust), Michelle Facos (Jewish Art), Halina Goldberg (19th century
Jewish-Polish musicians), Jeremy Schott (Religion of the late ancient & Byzantine Mediterranean and Near East),
Jonathan Simons (Israeli cultural studies), Ariann Stern-Gottschalk (Yiddish and Slavic studies)
Visiting Faculty: Gunther Jikeli (Holocaust studies, antisemitism, racial and ethnic discrimination)
Masters Programs: M.A. in Jewish Studies; M.A. & Certificate in Nonprofit Management (Application deadline: January
15, 2016 (domestic), December 1, 2015 (international); Dual M.A. in Jewish Studies and History (deadline: December 1,
2015). Most M.A. students receive fellowship funding of up to $20,000 plus health insurance and fee remission.
Ph.D. minor in Jewish Studies. Doctoral minors typically pursue their degrees working with our faculty in Comparative
Literature, History, and Religious Studies.
Deadline for Academic Year 2016-2017 Graduate Fellowships: January 15, 2016.
“The strength of the graduate program lies in the tight-knit, supportive, and focused academic community nurtured by
accessible professors and a thriving Jewish Studies Graduate Student Association.” Matthew Brittingham, M.A., 2014
For more information, see: http://www.indiana.edu/~jsp/graduates/index.shtml or contact: iujsp@indiana.edu.
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FELLOWSHIP OPPORTUNITY: 2016–2017 ACADEMIC YEAR

POLITICAL RAMIFICATIONS
EXPANDING JEWISH POLITICAL THOUGHT
During the 2016–2017 academic year, the Herbert D. Katz Center for Advanced Judaic Studies at the
University of Pennsylvania seeks to expand the study of Jewish political thought.
Over the course of their history, Jews have championed a range of ideological views and operated within a
variety of political contexts. These experiences have generated a rich body of political thought, but there is
an ongoing need to advance such thought in light of new developments in political theory and a changing
world beyond academia. One way forward is to continue to stretch the boundaries of Jewish political
thought in ways that intersect with the study of law, religion, history, literature, and other subjects, or that
approach the subject in a comparative framework.
The Katz Center seeks applications from scholars working in fields from ancient to contemporary,
welcoming projects that enlist philosophy and theory to unsettle regnant paradigms of power and statehood,
that draw on archival research to challenge established understandings of Jewish political history, or that
make use of other less expected sources for political thought.
Research themes may include but are not limited to:
Intersections with Religion and Culture. Recent years have seen a revived interest in the subject of
political theology. How does Jewish political thought address the entanglement between religion and
politics? Can and should political debates inform the development of Jewish theology, and can Jewish
theology provide conceptual resources with which to tackle political problems?
Comparative Study. How do categories and concepts from general political theory inform Jewish
traditions of authority and membership? And what, conversely, can Jewish thought contribute to wider
debates about topics such as sovereignty, allegiance, and citizenship?
Law as Politics. Relevant projects could raise questions that span law and politics such as those concerning
governance, jurisdiction, and Halakhah. They may investigate the politics of those who develop Jewish
legal traditions or explore the relationship between those traditions and their political contexts.
Finding the Political in the Local and the Everyday. General political theory has identified political
logics and structures not only in the state but also in a range of more local contexts, including family, city,
school, and congregation. What insights emerge from applying this theoretical approach to Jewish life?
The Katz Center invites applications from scholars in the humanities, social sciences, and the arts
at all levels, as well as outstanding graduate students in the final stages of writing their
dissertations. Stipend amounts are based on academic standing and financial need with a
maximum of $60,000 for the academic year. Recipients will be notified by March 1, 2016.

Apply by NOVEMBER 1, 2015 on our website: katz.sas.upenn.edu
For questions contact: Carrie Love
Katz Center for Advanced Judaic Studies
420 Walnut Street, Philadelphia, PA 19106
Tel: 215-238-1290 x505
email: carrielo@sas.upenn.edu
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Salo Wittmayer Baron
Dissertation Award in Jewish Studies
call for submissons
The Salo Wittmayer Baron Dissertation Award in Jewish Studies is made possible by
a generous gift from Dr. Shoshana Tancer and Robert Tancer to the Jewish Studies Program
at Arizona State University.
Named for Shoshana’s father, Professor Salo Wittmayer Baron—the most important Jewish
historian in the 20th century—a $5,000 award is granted to the best dissertation in the field
of Jewish History and Culture in the Americas every three years.
Competition is open to U.S. doctoral students whose dissertations were completed and
accepted at a U.S. university between December 2012 and May 2015.

Applicants must submit:
• a letter of nomination from the dissertation’s advisor
• a letter of application by the dissertation’s author, summarizing the contribution of the
dissertation to Jewish History and Culture of the Americas
• a hard copy of the dissertation

Submit application packets to:
Salo Wittmayer Baron Dissertation Award
Center for Jewish Studies
Arizona State University
PO Box 874302
Tempe, AZ 85287-4302

application deadline: May 30, 2015

jewishstudies.asu.edu/baron
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Michael Lerner, editor

N

amed after the

Jewish concept of mending

and transforming a fragmented world,

Tikkun offers analysis and commentary that
strive to bridge the cultural divide
between religious and secular progressives.
The magazine provides rigorous and
unconventional critiques of politics, spirituality,
social theory, and culture. Tikkun is recognized
for its coverage of the Israel-Palestine conflict,
social justice issues, and the environment.

Named 2014 “Magazine of the Year:
Overall Excellence in Religion Coverage”
by the Religion Newswriters Association.

DOES YOUR LIBRARY SUBSCRIBE?
Recommend Tikkun to your librarian today.
Quarterly
Individuals $29 | Institutions starting at $68
For individual subscriptions, visit tikkun.org.
For institutional subscriptions,
e-mail subscriptions@dukeupress.edu.
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“Like a Weather Vane in the Mountains”:
Kafka’s Anxieties
Iris Bruce
If until now our whole person
had been oriented
towards the work of our hands,
towards that which was seen
by our eyes, heard by our ears,
towards the steps made
by our feet, now we suddenly
turn ourselves entirely in
the opposite direction, like a
weather vane in the mountains.
Franz Kafka, Diaries (1910)

F

ranz Kafka’s anxieties are manifold,
extending from intensely personal to
social and political situations. Readers
of Kafka’s personal writings are familiar
with his countless fears pertaining to his
body and health, relationships to friends
and family, to love or marriage. Readers
of his literature know the overwhelming,
claustrophobic aura of existential anxiety
that penetrates all layers of his literary
writings. Indeed, these anxieties—be they
of a personal or literary nature—make up
what we today identify as the Kafkaesque.
Specific fears and anxieties are openly
addressed in Kafka’s diaries and letters,
and Kafka’s frequently ironic, playful, or
satiric representation of these anxieties
is often ignored. Kafka’s famous “Letter
to His Father” (1919) is understood as an
expression of Kafka’s tortured soul, and
Wilhelm Emrich speaks for many when he
claims, “all the anguish of his childhood is
still not overcome.” Yet, Kafka cautioned
his lover, Milena Jesenská, not to forget
that it is a “lawyer’s letter.” Writing was
Kafka’s way of externalizing and controlling
his anxieties and constituted an act of
rebellion. His linguistic skills enabled him
to dissipate his protagonists’ anxieties
in many directions, while opening doors
leading towards new paths and even
into entirely opposite directions, “like
a weather vane in the mountains.”
Kafka’s “Letter to His Father” can easily
be turned into other and opposing directions:
he does so himself when he allows his father
to contradict him at the end. Nadine Gordimer
responded to Kafka’s reversal of the narrative
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Etching of Franz Kafka by Jan Hladík, 1978.

structure with her own parodic “Letter from
His Father” (in Something Out There [1984]),
developing the father’s point of view. The
ghost of Herrmann Kafka is conjured up from
the dead and an outraged father challenges
Kafka’s representation of his paternal self. But
Gordimer created a caricature of Kafka’s father,
exposing his narrow middle-class values and
presuppositions, and highlighting the political
implications of the father-son conflict.
Decency, respect, to be “a man,” to “work
properly,” to do one’s “duty” are bourgeois
clichés that Herrmann Kafka believed in. A
“normal” young man was supposed to have
“a decent marriage” with a devoted wife and
children in “a home of his own.” Herrmann
Kafka could not understand that his son felt so

anxious about marrying. “How is any ordinary
human being to understand that.” He was also
very concerned about his social status and
disliked the lower-class Yiddish actors with
whom Kafka associated in 1911–12, as well as
Kafka’s last eastern European girlfriend Dora
Dymant for “cooking like a gypsy on a spirit
stove. . . . I had to turn my back on her at your
funeral” (Gordimer). He was a “man” who
loved the Austrian army, sang soldier songs,
and Kafka’s anxiety about these expectations
surfaced in a dream about his father watching
the soldiers and exclaiming, “That’s something
to look at as long as one can!” (Diaries),
Gordimer fills in the social and political
background for Kafka’s anxieties, which
Kafka took largely for granted, though he did

identify his father’s values as typical of the
assimilated Jewish middle class. He recognized
that his father’s inflexible, anti-intellectual
stance, as well as his black-and-white view
of the world, represented the locus for
totalitarian thought. “From your armchair
you ruled the world. Your opinion was correct,
every other was mad, wild, meshugge, not
normal.” Kafka also addressed the political
dimension when he compared his father
to “all tyrants . . . whose rights are based on
their person and not on reason.” Gordimer,
by giving the father a voice, makes the reader
see the father’s prejudice, racial stereotypes,
and petty middle-class morality. By removing
Kafka’s letter from the intensely personal
level to a political one, Gordimer shows how
Kafka’s anxieties resonated as much in the
postcolonial situation of Gordimer’s South
Africa during apartheid as they related in
Kafka’s time to the clash in Prague between
assimilated Jews and Zionists, German
Jews and Czech Jews, Jews and Gentiles.
Much of Kafka’s literature can be seen as
creative variations on the theme of anxiety.
Perhaps his father’s deprecatory remark about
Kafka’s friend, the Yiddish actor Löwy, “If you
lie down with dogs, you get up with fleas,”
did inspire Gregor Samsa’s transformation
into vermin in The Metamorphosis; yet, the
vermin metaphor was also a commonplace
in anti-Semitic discourse. Kafka’s caricature
of the Christian family through exaggerated
religious gestures and exclamations, as well
as the ironic Christ imagery that accompanies
Gregor’s death, suggests that the text is partly
a satire of contemporary anti-Semitism.
However, Gregor’s metamorphosis is initially
not an immediate death sentence but gives
him breathing space from the pressures of
work and family responsibilities. Indeed, the
very sight of the monstrous vermin chases
the manager away, who has arrived in person
to pressure Gregor to go to work. Ironically,
Gregor is anxious to make the manager stay
and “we suddenly turn ourselves entirely
in the opposite direction” when not only
the Christian family and the manager at
work, but also Gregor, become the object of
Kafka’s satire. The humorous description
of Gregor’s unsuccessful attempts to
prevent the manager from leaving suggests
a Chaplinesque tragicomedy. The sight of
Gregor suddenly in front of her “rocking with
repressed motion” makes the mother first
jump up into the air and then sit on the table
and knock over the coffee. This leads Gregor
to “snap his jaws several times in the air,”

which makes his mother faint. The climax
is reached when the manager jumps down
the stairs. The importance of gesture and
sound in this situation comedy has a strong
theatrical effect and quite possibly goes back
to Kafka’s experience of the Yiddish theatre.
The existential anxiety of Joseph
K. in The Trial, who is arrested without
having committed a crime, and attempts
to vindicate himself throughout the novel,
is also represented humorously. Max Brod
testified that “we friends of his could not stop
laughing when he read out the first chapter
of The Trial. He himself laughed so much
that there were moments when he couldn’t
read any further.” There are several scenes
where K. entangles himself in a linguistic
trap when he qualifies individual utterances
until they are transformed, distorted, or
turned into their opposite. Moreover, the
central scene of the novel—when the priest
in the cathedral summons K. and subjects
him to the parable “Before the Law” with its
midrashic commentary—from the outset
introduces a humorous note because the
priest “stood [there] for a while, looking
around him without moving his head.” This
is one of those curious theatrical gestures
that Walter Benjamin pointed out long ago
in his seminal Kafka essay from 1934. K.’s
tremendous anxiety when confronted by the
priest is deflected twofold through caricature
and parody: not only is the rebellious K.
parodied as an ‘am ha-’arez. before the Law
(because he is ignorant of Scripture and the
Law contained within it), but surely a priest
who talks like a rabbi is a comic subject.
Though Kafka was very sympathetic to
the Zionist movement, tenacious enthusiastic
Zionists did not escape his sharp irony.
“Blumfeld, an Elderly Bachelor” (1915)
caricatures the Zionist leader Kurt Blumenfeld,
whom Kafka knew and liked, and who was
an inspiration to many young Zionists. Apart
from the obvious sexual connotations, the
reference to Zionism is explicit in Blumfeld’s
companions, the “two small white celluloid
balls with blue stripes,” blue-white being
the colors of the Jewish flag. Blau-Weiss
was also the name of the first Zionist Youth
movement (1912–1929) in Germany, whose
principal leaders were Blumenfeld and Felix
Rosenblüth. The bouncy, hyper, blue-white
balls quickly make Blumfeld’s life hell,
hounding him wherever he goes. Blumfeld
eventually takes control of his sexual anxieties
by imprisoning the balls in the wardrobe
and escapes into fresh air. His frustration is

then transferred onto his assistants at work,
who (like the balls before them) complicate
his life, and work-related stress emerges
as the source of his anxieties all along.
Jewish assimilation was a major cause
of anxiety in Kafka’s Zionist circles. Max
Brod immediately identified Kafka’s “A
Report to an Academy” (1917) as “the most
original satire of assimilation which has
ever been written!” This political reading
sees the ape Rotpeter as a caricature of
the Jewish assimilationist who is overly
sensitive about drawing attention to his
“true” identity. Though he finds his “halftrained chimpanzee wife” waiting for him
at the end of the day and “takes comfort
from her as apes do,” he is paranoid about
being seen with her in public because “she
has the insane look of the bewildered halfbroken animal in her eye.” The ape’s behavior
accords with Sander Gilman’s observation of
“how Jews see the dominant society seeing
them and how they project their anxiety
about this manner of being seen onto other
Jews as a means of externalizing their
own status anxiety” (Jewish Self-Hatred).
Kafka’s anxiety about increasing antiSemitism is reflected in “A Little Fable”
(1920), in which a mouse comments that
she finds the world is getting smaller
every day. She has been running and
running but finally she has reached the
last room. If she keeps running now
she will run straight into the trap in the
corner. “You only have to change your
direction,” said the cat, and then it ate her.
Although there is much anxiety in
Kafka’s writings, Kafka speaks up and
vocalizes his concerns. Kafka’s chronicle of
anxieties is his own “possession,” created
within “the marvelous field for play” which
Benjamin perceived long ago. His stories
are a “burrow of art,” a creative space where
new paths are forged continuously in many
directions. By chronicling his anxieties with
humor and ironic distance, Kafka affirms
the last words in his diaries, “Every word . . .
becomes a spear turned against the speaker.
Most especially a remark like this. And so ad
infinitum. The only consolation would be:
it happens whether you like or no. . . . More
than consolation is: You too have weapons.”
Iris Bruce is associate professor in the
Department of Linguistics and Languages at
McMaster University. She is the author of Kafka
and Cultural Zionism: Dates in Palestine
(University of Wisconsin Press, 2007).
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The Curable and Incurable Anxieties of Woody Allen
Marat Grinberg

Woody Allen as Alvy Singer in Annie Hall (1977),
film still.

T

o say that Woody Allen’s protagonists
experience anxiety is to essentially say
nothing. To draw attention to it is to
fall prey to the obvious. Anxiety permeates
their entire being: from the early comedies to
the classic period of Annie Hall and Manhattan
to the films of the 1990s and beyond. Writ
large they have come to stand in for the pitfalls
of the male Jewish psyche. A more productive
exercise, befitting the psychoanalytic origins
of the term, is to separate these anxieties into
the curable and incurable ones. Reflective of
the doubts and searches of this key postwar
Jewish artist and moral philosopher—Woody
Allen—they become the signs of the times.
Where the director cannot stop worrying,
we, for better or worse, cannot stop either.
I propose four intertwined and yet
distinct categories of Allen’s anxieties:
(1) over relationships, love, and commitment;
(2) over the presence/absence of God, order,
and justice in the universe; (3) over the
relationship between art and life; and (4)
over the presence of evil and combating it.
Among these, three are curable and only one
is intractably incurable. The fundamental
question is: which one?
Relationships
At the end of Annie Hall, Alvy Singer, played by
Allen, famously says to the audience, “. . . that’s
pretty much how I feel about relationships.
You know, they’re totally irrational and crazy
and absurd and . . . but, uh, I guess we keep
goin’ through it because, uh, most of us need
the eggs.” This “keep goin’” may be absurd, but
it’s not masochistic. Allen’s anxiety produced
by relationships is crazily curable. The reason
is his absolute belief that the prospect of a
happy and long love is a reality. The hope

of marriage with the right person—or of
sustaining relationships—triumphs, or at
least is given a chance, in practically all of
his films. When things don’t work out, as in
Annie Hall, Manhattan, and The Purple Rose of
Cairo, there’s sadness, but again, much more
than a hint of hope. The idea of “husbands
and wives” is a broad moral and existential
concept for Allen. Suffused with fascination,
anxiety, and ironic and comedic twists, it
produces a cure predicated on the possibility
and fragile knowledge of love that works.
God/Justice
In the 2014 Magic in the Moonlight Stanley
Crawford, played by Colin Firth, fears
that his elderly aunt might die during her
surgery. He begins, for the first time in life,
to pray to God. “Who am I kidding,” he
quickly interrupts his supplication. The
cold-blooded Stanley, a British aristocrat,
quickly gets over his “God” problem, a merely
insignificant source of anxiety. In this he
is an aberration in Allen’s body of work,
an exception that only proves the rule.
For Woody Allen—an artist, a thinker,
and a Jew—the main obsessive concern and
the source of anxiety are one and the same.
Is there order to the universe, embodied
in the divine moral directive, or does
everything happen at the whim of chance,
making any notion of absolute morality
irrelevant? It is also an obsessive concern
of the most compelling of his characters.
Allen, as exemplified by the crucial Crimes
and Misdemeanors, leaves this conundrum
in a state of aporia, in Socratic terms, or, in
talmudic ones, that of kashya: an insoluble
issue. On the one hand, the guilty one may
carry on with his life, with no apparent
punishment in sight, but on the other,
there’s no guarantee that retribution will not
catch up with him. The possibility of God’s
existence remains on the table. In Crimes and
Misdemeanors, Cliff, played by Allen, becomes
the sign of the film’s inconclusiveness,
both lyrical and mesmerizing.
Here’s the paradox: the issue at hand is
deeply insoluble and its insolubility makes
the anxiety caused by it curable. To use
Lionel Trilling’s term, Allen’s imagination
is a moral one. His practice is to keep it in
perpetual motion through the constant
reexamination of the same moral questions,

run through cinematic parables, situations,
and plot lines. In its incessancy it is
rabbinic, Socratic, and perhaps Freudian. If
it is a Sisyphean task, for Allen it is anxiety
relieving rather than anxiety producing.
Art/Life
In Deconstructing Harry, Harry Block,
brilliantly and ruthlessly played by Allen,
begins to write a story at the end of the film,
which breaks his writer’s block. He imagines
a character who can only productively
function in art—in life, he’s capable merely
of ruining himself and anyone around. The
trick is that in order to produce art, he needs
to continually wreck his life. These wrecks
are the source of his writing. Much more
than a self-caricature, Block is a parody of
Philip Roth, whose radical confluence of art
and life is the cornerstone of his aesthetics.
Allen’s own resolution of the art/life anxiety
is quite different. His insistence that his art
and life are separate is not merely a cliché or
self-defense mechanism against the worst
of the accusations he’s had to confront. The
scandal that rocked his life in the 1990s
and was recently revived did nothing to
divert him from raising the same moral
questions in film after film. In fact, to cease
the questioning would render his curable
existential and moral anxiety incurable.
A question with deep echoes in Jewish
history drives Allen’s art/life anxiety. How
to learn to live in the world without
sacrificing one’s essence and destroying
oneself? In resolving it, he behaves as
a nuanced moralist and a conservative
thinker. Unlike Block, Woody Allen wants
to be able to function in art and life,
without one corroding the other. The trick
is not to disparage life or idealize art, but
to find a compromise. For his characters,
this bargain often takes on a tragic or
deeply neurotic dimension. The art/life
compromise of Allan Konigsberg—artist,
person, and Jew—pacifies tragedy and
anxiety. Unlike the Robin Williams character
in Deconstructing Harry, he keeps himself
in focus without the magic glasses.
Evil
In “Wordsworth and the Rabbis,” Lionel
Trilling praised talmudic rabbis for “their
non-militancy, their indifference to the
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Seder scene from Crimes and Misdemeanors (1989), film still.

Woody Allen as Danny Rose in Broadway Danny Rose (1984), film still.

Woody Allen as David Dobel in Anything Else (2003) film still.

Woody Allen as Harry Block in
Deconstructing Harry (1997), film still.

idea of evil, their acceptance of cosmic
contradiction.” Disregarding the accuracy
of Trilling’s assessment of the rabbinic
mindset, his terminology helps in diagnosing
Woody Allen’s last anxiety—his only
incurable and hence most painful one.
Unlike Trilling’s rabbis, Allen is never
indifferent to the idea of evil. And if like them,
he does accept the “cosmic contradiction,”
he does so as long as it signifies the perpetual
presence of evil in history and the world.
He is a nuanced moralist, but a moralist
nonetheless, and therefore operates with
distinct and unequivocal moral categories.
None of the positive outcomes in his
cinematic universe can adequately contradict
Frederick’s (von Sydow) pronouncement
in Hannah and Her Sisters regarding the
Holocaust, “The reason why they could never
answer the question ‘How could it possibly
happen?’ is that it’s the wrong question.
Given what people are, the question is ‘Why
doesn’t it happen more often?’ Of course
it does, in subtler forms.” Frederick does
not relativize the Holocaust or diminish
its unprecedented nature. He sees it, for all
intents and purposes, as never ending. Thus,
Allen’s anxiety is not over what evil is or
whether it exists or not, but over how to
respond to it: the issue, to return to Trilling,
of militancy versus nonmilitancy. For Allen
the two options are thoroughly grounded
in Jewish experience, making his angst over
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them deeply personal and often masked.
Saul Bellow is clearly an important
figure for Allen. Bellow appeared in Zelig; his
Sammler, I believe, served as a prototype for
Dr. Levy in Crimes in Misdemeanors. In Bellow’s
Mr. Sammler’s Planet, Sammler, a Polish Jewish
intellectual who climbed out of the ravine
filled with dead Jewish bodies during the war,
has seen evil face to face. Toward the end of
the novel, Sammler witnesses a pickpocket
attacking his nephew Feffer in the middle
of the street: “Feffer, in the midst of the
crowd, was fighting . . . the pickpocket. There
were twenty people at least, and more were
stopping, but no one was about to interfere.”
Suddenly, in the crowd, Sammler spots his
ex-son-in-law Eisen, a veteran of both Red and
Israeli armies, and implores him to interfere.
Eisen “struck the pickpocket on the side of his
face. It was a hard blow. . . . Everything went
into that blow, discipline, murderousness,
everything.” Fearing for the pickpocket’s life,
Sammler implores Eisen to stop. Eisen does
not and instead spells out his philosophy:
“You said I had to do something. . . . I must do
something. So I did. . . . You can’t hit a man like
this just once. When you hit him you must
really hit him. Otherwise he’ll kill you. You
know. We both fought in the war.” Horrified,
Sammler retorts, “Nonsense . . . This is the man.
He’s badly hurt.”
This intensely symbolic and unnerving
scene mirrors Allen’s incurable anxiety and

Saul Bellow in Zelig (1983), film still.

dilemma. At times, he temporarily resolves
it in favor of Eisen, as in the underrated
Anything Else, where Dobel, played by
Allen, wants to avenge the world for the
Holocaust. He is comedic and crazy, but
also resolutely and admirably militant in
his response to anything and anyone he
recognizes as evil. In many of his other
films, however, Allen cannot shake off the
moral messiness of this decisiveness, as if
repeating after Sammler, “This is the man.”
Such is the philosophy of the beautifully
nonmilitant comedic Jewish saint Danny
in Broadway Danny Rose and also why the
prototypical Kafkaesque Jew Kleinman
opts for magic in Shadows in the Fog, fully
realizing that the notion that it can capture
evil is both an illusion and a delusion.
This incurable anxiety, I would suggest,
is the reason why Allen never confronts
Israel in his films, whose “anxieties of
political self-rule,” to quote Ruth Wisse,
bring into the sharpest focus the militancy/
nonmilitancy conundrum. It would not
be an exaggeration to say that Woody
Allen’s unexpressed anxiety is our time’s
most explicit, open, and divisive one.
Marat Grinberg is associate professor of Russian
and Humanities at Reed College. He is co-editor
of Woody on Rye: Jewishness in the Films
and Plays of Woody Allen (with Vincent Brook,
Brandeis University Press, 2013).
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AMERICAN ACADEMY FOR JEWISH RESEARCH
Congratulations
Graduate Student Summer Funding Recipients
The American Academy for Jewish Research is pleased to announce the
winners of its grant for graduate student summer research funding.
AAJR provides stipends for no more than $4,000 to graduate students in
any field of Jewish Studies at a North American university who have
submitted their prospectus and have a need to travel to collections to
conduct research.
Geraldine Gudefin, Brandeis University

Navigating the Civil and Religious Worlds: Jewish Immigrants & Marital
Laws in France and the United States 1881-1939
Stefanie Halpern, Jewish Theological Seminary

Crossing Over from the Yiddish Rialto to the American Stage
Elizabeth E. Imber, Johns Hopkins University

Jewish Political Lives in the British Empire: Zionism, Nationalism,
Imperialism, and the ‘British Question,’ 1917-1948
Robert B Isaacson, George Washington University

From "Brave Little Israel" to "an Elite and Domineering People:" The
Image of Israel in France, 1948-1973
Samuel J. Kessler, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill

The Scientific Rabbinics of Adolf Jellinek: Tradition, Authority, and
Enlightenment in Nineteenth-Century Austro-German Jewry
Natalie E. Latteri, University of New Mexico

Teshuvah and a Projection of Whoredom in Solomon's Apocalypse: An
Historical Analysis of the Chronicle of Solomon bar Samson
David M. Markus, University of Florida

The Archaeology of Jewish Folk Religious Practice: The Materiality of
19th Century Jewish Domestic Life
Avigail S. Oren, Carnegie Mellon University

Adjusting to Change: The Jewish Community Center Movement in
Postwar Urban America, 1945-1980
Stacy Renee Veeder, University of New York at Albany

The Republican Race: Assimilation, Refugees, and Race in France: 19331945
The American Academy for Jewish Research (www.aajr.org) is the oldest
professional organization of Judaica scholars in North America. Its
membership represents the most senior figures in the field.
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AMERICAN ACADEMY FOR JEWISH RESEARCH
Congratulations
Special Initiatives Grant Recipients
The American Academy for Jewish Research is pleased to announce the
winners of its Special Initiatives Grant.
AAJR provides grants for no more than $5,000 to faculty at North
American universities to, 1) encourage projects of academic collaboration
between Jewish studies programs and colleagues between two or more
institutions, Or, 2) enable scholarly endeavors that would not otherwise
receive funding.
Krista Dalton, Columbia University
Simcha Gross, Yale University
Nathan Schumer, Columbia University

Ancient Jew Review

Nathan Devir and Maeera Shreiber, University of Utah

Teaching Jewish Studies across the Curriculum in Utah

Erik Dreff and Sarah Zager, University of Chicago

The Midwestern Inter-University Workshop in Jewish Studies (2015-16:
Messianism)
Rebecca Kobrin, Columbia University

Voices of the New Russian-Jewish Diaspora
Jessica Marglin, University of Southern California

West Coast Working Group on Jews in the Islamic World
Sarah Pessin, University of Denver
Elias Sacks, University of Colorado, Boulder

University of Colorado & University of Denver Jewish Philosophy
Collaborative
Riv-Ellen Prell, Center for Jewish History; American Jewish
Historical Society; American Jewish Archive; Center for Jewish
History

Graduate Student Workshop in Modern Jewish History
Shulamit Shinnar, Columbia University

Ancient Judaism Regional Seminar

YIVO Institute for Jewish Research

Yiddish Studies Research Seminar Series, 2015-2016
The American Academy for Jewish Research (www.aajr.org) is the oldest
professional organization of Judaica scholars in North America. Its
membership represents the most senior figures in the field.
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Two Jewish Anxieties
Steven M. Cohen

S

ince my undergraduate years, I
have been animated by two masteranxieties. Both anxieties boast a
long Jewish pedigree, arguably extending
back to biblical times. Both concerns are
genuine and supported by historical and
contemporary evidence. Taken together,
these anxieties motivate my forging close
working relationships with protagonists
from opposing camps—cultural/
religious conservatives in one case, and
political progressives in the other.
One of these anxieties centers on massive
assimilation in the Diaspora; the other arises
from the perpetual condition of antagonism
in the Land of Israel. By “assimilation,” I mean
the effective departure of millions of people
with Jewish ancestry from the Jewish group.
By the condition of antagonism, I mean
the prospect of continual debilitating and
dangerous confrontation between Israeli Jews
and Palestinian Arabs for decades to come.
The evidence for massive assimilation of
millions of erstwhile American Jews seems
undeniable and irrefutable. We can turn to
the Pew study of Jewish Americans or, for that
matter, any of the recent Jewish population
studies—all of them report similar patterns
and point in the same future directions.
Among the most critical contemporary
population trends (with specific results
taken from the Pew study) are the following
features of Jews who are not Orthodox:
A. They are experiencing both late
marriage and non-marriage, as most (51
percent) of non-Orthodox American Jews
25–39 are not married. Moreover, of Jews in
their 40s, fully 18 percent have never married.
B. They exhibit frequent intermarriage,
as the individual intermarriage rate for nonOrthodox Jews in 2000–2013 reached 72
percent overall, and 82 percent for those
raised Reform.
C. The intergenerational patterns point
to low rates of Jewish continuity for the
descendants of the intermarried. Of those
with one Jewish parent, just 9 percent are
raising their children in the Jewish religion.
Thus, the vast majority of the grandchildren
of the intermarried are being raised as nonJews or will so identify when they mature.
D. We found demonstrable evidence of
low birthrates, with non-Orthodox women
averaging about 1.7 children (not unlike their
counterparts among well-educated American
50
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Detail from “Infographic: Survey of Jewish Americans”
Pew Research Center, Washington, DC (December,
2013). http://www.pewforum.org/2013/12/03/
infographic-survey-of-jewish-americans/

women). An additional consideration: a good
fraction of these children will be raised as nonJews, a direct consequence of intermarriage.
As a result of these and related processes,
the current Jewish population has already
experienced a loss of two million adult Jews:
Of the 7.3 million adult Americans with a
Jewish parent or two, only 5.2 million selfdefine as Jewish, meaning that about 2.1
million people with one Jewish parent (or
two) do not now see themselves as Jewish.
While the non-Orthodox and Jewishly
engaged population is on a path to decline,
the Orthodox population is booming. In the
country, only 10 percent of Jewish adults are
Orthodox, but 35 percent of American Jewish
children under five years old are being raised
in Orthodox homes; while only 10 percent
of Jewish adults, the Orthodox constitute an
absolute majority (53 percent) of those who
in-married in 2000–2013, setting the stage
for Orthodox expansion and non-Orthodox
contraction in the coming generation.
True, owing to intermarriage and
the social acceptance of Jewish identity,
those who are partially Jewish and/or
episodically Jewish and/or nominally Jewish
may be growing in number, augmenting
the total Jewish population. But the key
concern—my assimilation anxiety—is
with the middle of the Jewish identity
spectrum, where numerical decline is visible
today among children and young adults.
In coming decades, the number of middleaged non-Orthodox Jews who are engaged
in Jewish life is poised to drop sharply.
Aside from an axiomatic, if not
primordial, commitment to the Jewish
identity of every child of a Jewish parent,
why should we care if thousands of children
of Jewish parents are raised as non-Jews

or barely Jews? Of what consequence is
it that coming generations contain far
fewer engaged non-Orthodox Jews?
The critical concern is that a large
Jewish middle is vital to the sustenance of so
many major institutions in Jewish life. Most
engaged non-Orthodox Jews feel that being
Jewish is very important to them, as they
say in response to questions on numerous
surveys, including the Pew study. They
manifest their commitment in affiliative
behavior that directly and indirectly benefits
the institutions they populate and support.
Clearly, Conservative and Reform synagogues
depend heavily on these moderately to highly
affiliating Jews. So too do Federations, JCCs,
numerous Jewish organizations, Jewish
cultural events, museums, periodicals,
and publications. All these features of
contemporary Jewish life—and more—depend
on hundreds of thousands of Jews who, while
not Orthodox, nevertheless display high rates
of Jewish engagement however measured.
American Jewry is contending with
the forces of porous boundaries, hybrid
identities, and malleable group definitions.
Never have American Jews been so accepted,
appreciated, and admired. Indeed, of all
sizable Diaspora Jewries past or present,
they may well constitute not only the
most successful and influential Jewry,
but also the most romantically loved
and most socially desired. If anything,
both the internal dynamics of American
Jewry and larger cultural forces continue
to foster greater and greater integration
and, yes, assimilation over generations.
Now think of the sharply contrasting
state of Israeli Jewry—as I do, as we all do.
Where American Jews are surrounded by
non-Jews who love them, Israeli Jews see
themselves as enmeshed and surrounded by
Arabs who they think, with some reason, hate
them. And, what’s worse, by any standard
of historical comparison, Israel today seems
more assured of persistent antagonism with
its Palestinian adversaries than before. In the
period before the Oslo process of the 1990s,
one could theoretically hope for moves toward
reconciliation. During the Oslo process, one
could hope for its eventual success. But, well
after the Oslo process—after more than a
decade of repeated waves of violent hostilities
with Palestinians and others (e.g., in Lebanon)
the prospects for Israelis disengaging from

their occupation of the West Bank seem more
remote than ever. Nationalist lust, allied with
deepening mistrust of Palestinian intentions,
is serving to extend Israeli civilian and
military control of the Occupied Territories.
With no obvious way—negotiated
or unilateral—to leave the territories, and
after the years of repeated military clashes,
Israel is undergoing several debilitating
processes, all of which figure to deepen
and broaden in the coming years:
A. Increased antagonism and distrust
of Israel on the part of Palestinians.
B. Loss of support and
confidence by American political
leaders, especially Democrats.
C. Advancing isolation— cultural,
political, and economic—in Europe and
elsewhere.
D. Increased skepticism among American
Jews as evidenced by the pluralities who do
not believe Israeli leaders are sincerely seeking
a peace agreement— even more so among
younger Jews.
E. Greater Israeli investment—economic,
political, psychological, and religious—
in the Jewish settlement enterprise.
All of these forces, and more, combine to
raise the prospects for continued occupation
with the West Bank, more frequent and
violent clashes with the Palestinian

people, greater international isolation, and
diminished engagement of non-Orthodox
American and Diaspora Jews with Israel. The
recent spate of articles proclaiming the end to
any prospect for a two-state solution signals
perhaps the victory of the Zionist right, but
certainly the despair of the Zionist left.
Now, most engaged Jews—and scholars
of Jewish civilization among them—tend to
strongly focus on one of these two anxieties
over the other. Those with more conservative
religious and cultural inclinations tend to
be more alarmed over the sociodemographic
trends that threaten American Jewry; in
contrast, more liberal religious and secular
personalities seem, at times, almost dismissive
of the threats posed by late marriage, frequent
intermarriage, and low birthrates. On the
other hand, thought leaders and activists on
the political, religious, and cultural left tend
to focus their existential Jewish anxieties
upon Israel’s antagonistic conditions.
For me, both anxieties emerge out of
the same place: A concern for the creative
survival of the Jewish People. An American
Jewry with a diminished presence of engaged
Jews outside of Orthodoxy is, by definition,
less vibrant and vital culturally, communally,
religiously, and politically. An Israeli state and
society (Jewish, Palestinian, and otherwise)
that is permanently and deeply mired in

antagonism, alienation, and isolation is—
also by definition – less vibrant, vital, and
inspiring—both to its citizens and to Jews
around the world. Both anxieties derive from
circumstances that hold both great peril for
Jewish collective life, just as their resolution
holds great possibilities for the Jewish future.
The Jewish public and its leadership—
somewhat predictably and even
understandably—prefer to distort or disregard
the threats of assimilation in the American
context and antagonism in the Israeli context.
Accordingly, the urgent and necessary role
of scholars of the Jewish condition, as public
thought leaders, is to direct, focus, and shape
the thinking of the public and influential
persons around these and related matters.
Indeed, failing to do so, and even contributing
to complacency about the threats to the Jewish
People in the Diaspora and in Israel, verges on
a failure of professional and moral mission.
Steven M. Cohen is research professor of Jewish
Social Policy at Hebrew Union College-Jewish
Institute of Religion and director of the Berman
Jewish Policy Archive at the Robert F. Wagner
Graduate School of Public Service, New York
University. He was lead researcher on the Jewish
Community Study of New York: 2011 and a
consultant to the recently conducted Pew study of
American Jews.
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The Questionnaire
What film do you find most relevant to
Jewish Studies?
RESPONSES

Uri Cohen

Olga Gershenson

Professor of Literature, Tel Aviv University

Professor of Judaic and Near Eastern Studies,
University of Massachusetts Amherst

Nathan Abrams
Professor of Film Studies, Bangor University
Lolita
In a previous questionnaire I recommended
organizing a graduate seminar around the
Coen brothers’ The Big Lebowski (1998). Of
course, I could simply rehash the answer
I gave there for it is still relevant today.
However, this would be far too easy. It would
also be far too easy to suggest one alternative
film here. It would be even easier to suggest
a film that is explicitly Jewish in its plot
and/or characters, whether The Jazz Singer
(1927) or Schindler’s List (1993). Instead, I
want to argue for a new approach to Jewish
Film Studies—one that makes scholars and
students work harder. Rather than pick yet
another obviously Jewish film, why not
select one in which the Jewishness is not
explicit but in which it inheres beneath
the surface of the text? Maybe such a film
has a Jewish director or screenwriter or
creative personnel or identifiably Jewish
actors and actresses, which make a Jewish
reading possible. Maybe none of these exist
but it is still possible to read the film in a
Jewish fashion. Let us reach back into Jewish
history and use the tools of playfulness,
intertextuality, inter-referentiality, and
midrash to elicit a Jewish meaning, which
may strike us as apparent in the first place.
I have been applying such an approach
productively to the films of Stanley Kubrick
and each of his films, particularly those
from Paths of Glory (1957) to Eyes Wide Shut
(1999). My particular concern at the moment
is his Lolita (1962), which, in its adaptation
of Vladimir Nabokov’s 1955 novel, and
casting of Shelley Winters and Peter Sellers,
tackles such issues as the Holocaust,
postwar American anti-Semitism, the
Jewish American Mother, and Hollywood’s
history of stereotyping. Perhaps, then, my
answer to the question is: Kubrick’s Lolita.
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A Serious Man
The best reply I can think of is trite: The
Coen brothers, and forced to choose—A
Serious Man (2009). The film offers a bleak
and compassionate examination of Jewish
existence and the protagonist is an academic.
Professor Larry Gupman is on the cusp of
tenure, when a Job-like sequence of events
drives him to moral turpitude. He has a lot
of tsures, and is simultaneously bribed and
extorted by his family and surroundings,
Jews and Goyim alike. One underlying sense
appears when the Japanese father of a failed
student seeking to bribe him sternly pleads:
Please, accept the mystery (and the money).
The questions in the film are many as
are the layers of suffering, reference, and
allegory. Seeking answers, Gupnik, trying to
be a serious man, turns to the rabbis in order
of seniority. He meets a clueless junior rabbi
(Wollowitz of The Big Bang Theory) in May or
June 1967—the calendar on the wall shows
both. The 1960s for the Jews it seems to say,
are six days, when the old kind of Judaism
died, moved from faith to platitudes. He then
meets the senior rabbi, who replies to the
search for reasons kindheartedly: “Well, we
can’t know everything”—and Gupnik retorts:
“It sounds like you don’t know anything”.
When finally the elderly rabbi appears,
he is a vision out of Kafka, his wisdom
summed in the adage: “be a good boy.”
The film, like Jewish Studies, offers
more questions than answers. Not a morality
play, it is a play, declaredly one just like the
meises of old. The film ends with tenure
being granted (less joy than expected) as
the hesitant Gupnik changes the grade,
effectively accepting the bribe. As the pencil
traces the new grade, a very disturbing call
arrives from the doctor, a tornado approaches,
and the film ends facing God’s wrath from
behind the adolescent’s head, sound merging
with his earphone: “Better find somebody to
love.” Well, as the rabbi says—“can’t hurt,
but won’t save you from what’s coming.”

The Dybbuk
Film is a time machine—a window into a
different world. This is why I want to talk
here about the film that opens windows
into a whole lot of worlds— The Dybbuk
(1937). It tells a tragic love-cum-exorcism
story, complete with beautiful lovers,
wise tzaddiks, kabbalistic magic, and
mysterious rituals. With its haunting score
and folkloristic choreography, The Dybbuk
is a window into the Yiddish cinema,
with its own genres, styles, and stars.
Another window opens to its literary
source, a famous play by S. An-ski, based
on his ethnographic expedition to the Pale
of Settlement. Already then, in 1911–14,
he noted a sense of culture being lost—
and impetus to preserve it. This is our
chance to talk about Jewish secularization
and revolutionary movement (An-ski’s
trajectory)—with study and activism gradually
supplanting the living, breathing tradition.
And then there are the iconic
productions of the play—most notably
by Habima, a Moscow theater of Hebrew
language enthusiasts that would ultimately
run away from Stalin’s Russia and become
a national Israeli institution, with tethers
to Zionist ideology and history.
Another window is to the historical
moment of the filmmaking. The Dybbuk
was made on the brink of destruction
of eastern European Jewry, in Yiddish,
which was then still a language spoken by
millions. (An-ski wrote in Russian; Habima
staged in Hebrew). The Dybbuk gives us a
chance to consider transnational Jewish
culture—shot in Poland by international
talent, the film was circulated anywhere
Yiddish was spoken. What happened to the
crew and the actors after the war? We can
talk about death, survival, emigration, and
triumphs and failures that come with it.
I can go on and on about this film and
the ways to talk about it: gender relations,

Hasidism, shtetl life, ritual, and practice.
. . . One thing is inescapable: watching
the film after the Holocaust, its meaning
grows sinister—the entire culture captured
on film is a Dybbuk haunting us.

Liora R. Halperin
Assistant Professor of History and Jewish
Studies, University of Colorado Boulder
A Film Unfinished
What is historical truth and how can
documentary sources deceive us? For years
after World War II, museums, chronicling
the horrors of the Holocaust, displayed a
series of documentary images from the
Warsaw Ghetto in 1942. These stills, depicting
Jewish suffering, seemed the truest visual
evidence of Nazi horrors and the wartime
Jewish experience. But, A Film Unfinished
shows, these images were taken from a Nazi
propaganda film, Das Ghetto, intended to
harness a very different “truth”—Jewish
cruelty, depravity, and lack of mutual
concern—by meticulously staging scenes,
since overlooked, of supposed Jewish excess

and wealthier residents ignoring their dying
brethren. Yael Hersonski, building on research
undertaken at the Yad Vashem Film Archive
and drawing on a combination of diaries,
letters, and German archival documents, as
well as two late-discovered reels of outtakes,
pieces together both the mechanisms of
deceit and the historical experience of both
Jews and Nazis who experienced the process
of filmmaking. Some of those sources had
a stunning lineage of their own: they had
been hidden in a set of milk canisters dubbed
the Oneg Shabbos Archive, a desperate and
prescient attempt at documentation by those
who knew they would not survive the war. A
Film Unfinished is a film about the Holocaust,
the Nazi regime, and the manipulation of the
Warsaw Ghetto as a symbol. But I find that
it is also a stunning and pedagogically rich
introduction to the craft and challenges of
writing Jewish history: the process of sifting
through multiple types of documentation
from a variety of sources and the work of
understanding the ideologically laden and
sometimes intentionally deceptive ways
in which some of those sources were
constructed in the first place.

Rachel Harris
Assistant Professor of Comparative and
World Literature, University of Illinois at
Urbana-Champaign
Crossing Delancey
Crossing Delancey offers a view into the
changing world of modern Jewry, providing a
powerful heroine who, along with her friends,
highlights both the incredible opportunities
available to contemporary women and the
price that such freedom affords. Her aging
grandmother remains linked to a Jewish
traditional world of the New York Lower East
Side, even as waves of new immigration have
displaced the Jewish dominance of the area.
Her parents have fled to Florida, where they
live in an idyllic retirement world, suggesting
the affluence of middle-class suburban
expansion that started to occur for Jews during
the 1950s, while Isabelle Grossman is making
her own contemporary life in a world where
her close childhood friends are still Jewish
but her work colleagues orbit in other worlds,
offering her a glimpse into societies that
generations of earlier Jews from her social
class would never have seen or imagined.

The Hadassah-Brandeis Institute congratulates the following recipients of the
2014 HBI Research Awards; awards were given in the categories of Biography;
History, the Yishuv and Israel; Families, Children and the Holocaust; Gender, Culture,
Religion and the Law; Judaism; Film and Video, and the Arts.
Elissa Bemporad, Queens College - CUNY
Katarzyna Czerwonogóra, Viadrina University
Shaun Jacob Halper, Yale University
Jacob Lackner, University of Oklahoma
Saskia Coenen Snyder, Univ. of South Carolina
Beth B. Cohen, California State Univ. - Northridge
Natan Aridan, Ben-Gurion University
Esther Carmel-Hakim, University of Haifa
Meir Chazan, Tel Aviv University
Ofira Gruweis-Kovalsky, University of Haifa
Liora Halperin, University of Colorado, Boulder
Wendy Zierler, Hebrew Union College
Hauwa Ibrahim, University of Rome
Michelle Facos, Indiana University
Rachel Gordan, University of Toronto

Kate Stewart, Library of Congress
Michal Aviad, independent filmmaker
Aviva Kempner, independent filmmaker
Lily Rivlin, independent filmmaker
Hilla Ben Ari, Bezalel Academy of Art and Design
Moran Benit, Hebrew University
Judith Baumel, Adelphi University
Rebecca Cypess, Rutgers University
Gail Levin, Baruch College - CUNY
Tahneer Oksman, Marymount Manhattan College
Rebecca Pristoop, Jewish Museum, NYC
Monica Steinberg, The Graduate Center - CUNY
Shira Stav, Ben-Gurion University
Frieda Vizel, Sarah Lawrence University

For more information on the HBI Research Awards and details on applying, visit www.brandeis.edu/hbi
Follow us on Twitter: @brandeis_hbi
Like us on Facebook: facebook.com/brandeis.hbi
Email us: hbi@brandeis.edu
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Made in 1988, the film’s questions
remain relevant for young Jewish women
today. What is the balance between a
traditional Jewish domestic family life
and our work lives; can women raise
Jewish children alone; to what extent can
Jewish women own their sexuality, and
is the pickle merchant really what he
seems? In a world of JDate, speed dating,
surrogacy, Birthright, and alternative
prayer services some questions remain the
same: can a Jewish woman have it all?

Gil Hochberg
Associate Professor of Comparative
Literature, UCLA
A Serious Man
The film captures the drama of “American
Jews becoming white,” and it does so with
just the right amount of nostalgia and the
kind of self-deprecating humor that Jews
(pardon the essentialism) appreciate so much.
The Coens manage to bring back to life the
haunting memory of the shtetls and Yiddish,
which for some American Jews is of course
still a very much living reality; and to do so
with cynicism, but also with love and true
affection. The film lends itself perfectly to
class discussions about modernity and the
promise of the “new world” in relation to
modern Jewish history. Though humorous, the
film serves as a great platform through which
to discuss some very serious tensions between
the history of Jews as Other and the present
Judeo-Christian reality created as a master
narrative in the United States after World
War II. It also touches upon tensions between
the idea of a Jewish messianic time and the
reality of the present (Christian?) world we
inhabit as American modernized citizens.
While several critics have accused
the Coen brothers of producing a selfloathing film full of anti-Semitic caricatured
representations of Jews, I would argue on
the contrary that the film demonstrates just
the right amount of self-criticism, which is
necessary to assure the humanist impact of
what Hannah Arendt calls “the Jew as Pariah.”
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Hartley Lachter

Lisa Lampert-Weissig

Associate Professor of Religion Studies and
Director, Berman Center for Jewish Studies,
Lehigh University

Professor of English Literature and
Comparative Medieval Studies and Katzin
Chair in Jewish Civilization, Literature
Department, UC San Diego

Ushpizin
So many high quality films relevant to the
field of Jewish Studies have been produced
that it’s hard to pick just one. However, I
have also noticed that excellent films are
not always the most effective teaching tools.
Students often need more background in
order to be able to appreciate a particularly
ambitious and nuanced film dealing with a
subject of relevance to Jewish Studies. This
is probably why one of the films that I have
had the most success with for the purposes
of teaching undergraduates is by no means
my favorite. But, when used carefully, I have
found Giddi Dar’s Ushpizin to be a helpful
teaching tool for survey courses on Judaism.
Set in a religious Jerusalem
neighborhood, this at-times humorous film
follows a series of unlikely events that happen
to a married couple, Moshe and Mali, over the
holiday of Sukkot as they attempt to reconcile
their newly adopted religious identity as
Bratslav Hasidim with their struggle to
conceive a child. The lighthearted but earnest
plot line of the film provides countless points
of reference for discussing traditional Jewish
religious practice. The film also provides
many, albeit filtered, allusions to the tensions
between secular and religious Jews in Israel.
The obvious problem with using a film
like this is that it depicts one particular kind
of Judaism, set in a specific time and place,
as the authentic model. The vast diversity
of Jewish life across time and space is not
visible in this film. But, these limitations
are in fact the reason why the film can
work so well as a teaching tool. It gives the
students a place to start. Jonathan Z. Smith
argues that effective college teaching often
entails what he calls “the necessary lie,”
or “disciplinary lying,” where students
are given a stable starting point for study,
which is subsequently destabilized. Ushpizin
works well as an initial frame of reference,
which can then be problematized from a
variety of directions. The students are able
to recognize how much they have learned
by comparing their first impressions
of the film with their more informed
perspective at the end of the semester.

Le Grand Rôle
The Yiddish reading of Shylock’s “Hath
Not a Jew Eyes?” speech is among the most
memorable scenes in Le Grand Rôle (2004). The
performance lands actor Maurice (Stéphane
Freiss) the role of a lifetime. When the role is
then given to a Hollywood star, Maurice takes
on another even greater part, hiding his loss
from his wife, Perla (Bérénice Bejo), who is
dying of cancer. Le Grand Rôle is a tearjerker,
but also an exploration of Jewish-Christian
relations in Europe. Maurice’s audition
follows a speech by an elderly Holocaust
survivor (Clément Harari). In the spirit of “all
the world’s a stage,” the old man asserts that
everyone plays roles, even that of survivor.
And, perhaps, he suggests, survivors can
write Shylock better than Shakespeare.
I teach early English literature and I
am eager to encourage students to think not
only about how Jews have been represented
in works like Merchant, but how Jews have
responded and continue to respond to this
tradition. Some of the most engaging new
research on medieval and early modern
Jewish-Christian relations addresses
interaction between cultures, studying not
just “the Jew that Shakespeare drew,” but how
Jews played a role in shaping early European
cultures. Maurice can play his “great role”
because he is supported by a loyal group of
friends, who, like him, navigate life in Paris
as Jews. The film opens in a restaurant, where
a powerful director pokes fun at Maurice’s
Jewish identity, provoking a spirited response
from Perla. The film closes with a widowed
Maurice on his way to another restaurant
meal, this time buoyed by his Jewish friends.
He stares at a poster for the film he almost
starred in, remarking that he has dubbed
Shylock’s Yiddish lines instead. Jewish life
in France seems more precarious now than
when Le Grand Rôle premiered a decade ago;
the question of the survival of Jewish voices
in Europe is more relevant than ever.

Jess Olson
Associate Professor of Jewish History,
Yeshiva University
Secrets of a Soul
Many films relate directly to my work in
Jewish Studies, but I would like to point to
one a bit less obvious: G. W. Pabst’s 1926
film Secrets of a Soul (Geheimnesse einer Seele),
the first serious cinematic representation
of the psychoanalytic process. From the
fertile cultural scene of Weimar Germany,
psychoanalysis, like film, burst into the
public consciousness, and captivated
arbiters of popular culture around the world.
One of these, Hollywood mogul Samuel
Goldwyn, even approached Sigmund Freud
himself, offering him $100,000 to consult
on a psychoanalytically themed film. Freud
turned down the offer (“We do not want
to give our consent to anything insipid”),
but two in his “inner circle,” Karl Abraham
and Hans Sachs, proved more willing, and
with screenwriter Hans Neumann they
helped create a minor masterpiece. [1]
The film opens on a domestic scene,
in which a middle-aged professor, Martin
Fellman (Werner Krauss, of Cabinet of Dr.
Caligari fame) is startled by a scream and
accidentally cuts his wife. That evening,
he has a frightful dream, portrayed in a
fantastic surrealist cinematic sequence, the
brainchild of Hungarian Jewish artist Ernö
Metzner. After the dream, Fellman develops
an acute neurosis: he cannot touch knives
and is irrationally afraid of returning home
to his wife. He is discovered in his sickened
state by a kindly stranger, who turns out to
be none other than Dr. Orth, an expert in a
“new method for treatment of such illness,”
psychoanalysis. “There is no reason to
despair!” the doctor declares. For the rest of

the film, we follow, in abridged form, the
ups and downs of 1920s therapeutic process,
portrayed once again in Metzner’s brilliant
surrealism, until at last Dr. Orth effects his
cure through a triumphant interpretation
of Fellman’s first, troubling dream.
Like psychoanalysis, Secrets of a Soul
is not “Jewish.” But also like psychoanalysis,
it has an organic connection to the
particular world of pre-World War II
central Europe, one impacted so deeply
by the varied expressions of cultural and
intellectual contributions of its Jewish
community. To me this makes the film, in
addition to its beauty, a powerful spotlight
on an important moment in Jewish German
cultural history.
(1) Eli Zaretsky, Secrets of the Soul: A Social and
Cultural History of Psychoanalysis (2004), 145–146.
I am indebted to Professor Zaretsky for the factual
content (including quotations) of this paragraph.

Sasha Senderovich
Assistant Professor of Germanic
and Slavic Languages and
Literatures and Jewish Studies,
University of Colorado Boulder
Seekers of Happiness
Towards the end of Seekers of Happiness,
which is set in Birobidzhan—a territory
designated for Jewish colonization in the
Soviet Far East—Natan, a collective farm
chairman, detects a footprint of a shoe he
proclaims to be “foreign.” On the trail to
capture a man accused of beating another
Jewish settler, Natan inadvertently hints
at the metacontext of the film. Namely,
the film aims to showcase a family of
Jewish migrants, who had left the shtetl

for Palestine but then moved to the Soviet
Union. The film’s main goal is to sniff out a
“foreign” element resistant to the ideology
that settling Jews on the land would help cure
the degenerate economic condition typical
of the newly defunct Pale of Settlement.
This film about Birobidzhan, though
once dismissed as mere propaganda, can,
in fact, teach us a lot. How to detect the
codes of an ideological work of art, for
example, is itself an important interpretative
skill. Like many Socialist Realist works,
Seekers of Happiness skillfully performs its
ideology through a rather conventional
plot: Natan is in love with Basya, who
is married to Pinya Kopman, the film’s
“foreign” villain who is resistant to Soviet
innovation. Natan is frequently depicted
in proximity to a portrait of Stalin—and
so, ridding Basya of Pinya allows for Stalin
to enter the familial structure by proxy.
But the film is, at the same time, a terrific
exhibit of how an intended ideological
message shows its cracks when odd details
of the work are examined. For example,
on the train to Birobidzhan, Pinya and his
family meet and are greeted by a strange man
playing “Israel’s Lament on the Banks of the
Amur River.” The name of the song evokes
the words of Psalm 137, thus presenting
the river demarcating one of the borders of
the Birobidzhan region as a replacement
for “the rivers of Babylon.” Birobidzhan
here is the newest exilic topos in a long
chain of Jewish displacement—rather than
the “Red Zion” it was supposed to be.
Readings such as this one ask us to
reconcile the film’s intended ideology with
details that chip away at the same message
from the inside in order to produce a
complex cultural artifact of the Soviet
Jewish experience.

The Association for Jewish Studies wishes to thank the
Center for Jewish History and its constituent organizations
American Jewish Historical Society,
American Sephardi Federation, Leo Baeck Institute,
Yeshiva University Museum, and YIVO Institute for Jewish Research
for providing the AJS with office space
at the Center for Jewish History.
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ASSOCIATION FOR JEWISH STUDIES

47TH ANNUAL CONFERENCE
December 13-15, 2015
Sheraton Boston, Boston, MA
Join the AJS for more than 170 sessions devoted to the latest
research in Jewish Studies.
• Major exhibit of leading publishers of Jewish Studies
scholarship
• Evening film screenings and performances
• AJS Gala Banquet and Plenary Lecture, Sunday, December 13
• Evening receptions sponsored by Jewish Studies programs
and research institutions
• Jewish Studies and Digital Humanities workshop (featuring
the latest born-digital research projects, teaching tools,
and more!)
• New presentation formats: Lightning Sessions, Flipped Panels,
Seminars

Special reduced room rates at the Sheraton Boston ($143.00 single and double
occupancy; $124.00 student rate) available through November 16, 2015.
Contact 1-888-627-7054 for Sheraton reservations. Be sure to ask for the
Association for Jewish Studies rate.
Deadline for reduced advance conference registration rates ($145.00 professional
members; $70 student members; $205 non-members) is November 16, 2015.
Special rates for unemployed and retired members; email ajs@ajs.cjh.org for details.
See ajsnet.org for registration information.
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